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Executive summary
Education needs to move towards learning about how to think, engage oneself
critically and be a part problem solving process. Pedagogy must evolve to make
education more experiential, holistic, inquiry-driven, learner-cantered, flexible, and
enjoyable.
Vision and Principles of Curriculum and pedagogy
Based upon the vision of NEP 2020, there are following principles of this position paper.
● Learner cantered education system in which learning to learn is facilitated
● Humane and inclusive education system which respects totality of learning experiences
of the student
● Humane assessment system enabling reflective practices among teachers, students and
parents
● Diversities of learners are cared and nurtured through Indian comprehension
School education will have a learner centred system. Learning is facilitated to enable
the child to have self-learning. Thus Independent thought and expression is encouraged
among students.
Learning experiences both in and out of the school is taken into account. Learning
local vocations, food system, medicine, local knowledge, community practices and dialects
are to be respected.
Assessment need to be reconceptualised for promoting learning through reflections
which go on as participatory activity in a non-threatening atmosphere. Assessments must
not become a judgemental activity branding children and care has been taken to propose
such a system.
- It is important to design a curriculum that caters to the needs of children at these
different stages, facilitating a continuous and holistic development.
- Important concern and recommendation is for learning language.
For developing such curriculum and pedagogy there are concerns like equity, liberty,
addressing for autonomous learning situations, Inclusion, developing an inclusive
language register, developing interactive textbooks, addressing low self esteem of
teachers and means of restoring teacher respect, replacing existing assessment system,
gender and environmental issues. The other existing practice of behaviouristic approach
needs to be replaced with more constructivists, humanistic approaches. The over all
learning experience need to be understood from Indian and local context which includes
Indian way of memorization.
Major recommendations are
- To create non-threatening, clean, emotionally secure and safe learning environment
with big and open spaces.
- Important concern and recommendation is for learning language which is the means
of discovering self and relating with others. It is also vehicle to think and all that
happens is either learning language or learning through language. The language
learning will have lots of speaking and reading opportunities, performing arts,
reading and lots of storytelling. There is a separate chapter on modalities of
learning 21st century skills.
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Ways and means of smooth transition from home tongue to school tongue.
Allowing the child to learn in any language that he/she has already begun
constructing his/her knowledge. If that language is not English then help the child
learn English too. State must appoint Local dialect teachers (LDTs) for helping
regular teachers at foundational stage where ever it is required.
- Content must be reduced for core essentials. Textbooks will have the provisions for
enquiry, discovery, discussion and analysis.
- There was a practice of generating valid knowledge in ancient India. The same is the
practice in folk culture. Knowledge used to emerge and we need to understand already
existed. Curriculum must have provision for understanding this Indian knowledge system.
- For encouraging Meta thinking the learners must be allowed to think. Read references
must have reflections which generate creative reflective thinking. Such thinking itself will
be rational, critical and original. Enabling factors like learning basic skills help in self
learning or learning to learn. Then student start exploring. Organised learning experiences
cannot be called as subjects. Learning in totality must be the essence. Thus learning
experiences and form of interaction are recommended upon Indian and western
epistemological thoughts.
- Yoga education/inner education
Pedagogy : Compassion appears to be the corner stone of pedagogy.
- Much of the policy recommendations, best or bad curriculum would depend up on
pedagogy. Pedagogy can create best out of the worst. The paper suggest for pedagogy with
in cultural milieu.
- Multidisciplinary approaches are essential to understand the concepts and understand the
world outside from diverse perspectives such as Arts, Technology, Environmental studies,
Mathematics and Languages.
- Art forms are linked with all topics such that it becomes a tool of learning concepts.
Learning ‘through the arts’ and ‘with the arts’.
- Role playing and scenario analysis, Theme based approach, Storytelling and Anecdotal
teaching, Technology Integration, Toy assisted and Toy based pedagogy, Sports integrated
curriculum and pedagogy are some of the measures recommended along with few
implementable strategies.
- Let us accept the present practice of teachers limiting themselves for the textbook. So let
there be such textbooks where provisions for fun, creative expression, collaboration and
explorations are inbuilt. The assessment tables, reflective provisions are also provided in the
textbooks which will have discoveries, discussions, analysis and creative thinking. (NEP 4.5
- The teachers must be made aware of inbuilt processes in the textbook. Content analysis
itself is a research activity. (Fundamentals of the content analyse skills must be part of pre
services and in services education). Learning process must have explorations, collaborations
and fun together for ex.. Feeling tree, hugging tree, activities will connect for explorations
and collaboration.
- Apart from these stage wise recommendations are provided separately in the field of
curriculum and pedagogy. This includes strategies for selection of selecting streams at
secondary schools.
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- Assessments : Assessment will be made to limit to school level as much as possible.
Assessment as learning should be encouraged as a classroom process. Assessment for
learning can be conducted through parental assessment, portfolio assessment, project
assessment, teacher assessment, self assessment (with a reflective tool) and through paper
pencil test. The care must be taken to not to award any grade or marks and judge the
students. It must be conducted for mutual feedback of the teacher and the student.The tests
like Olympiad, NMMS & NTSE, Prathibhakaranji, Inspire award, Mathematical market/
makkala santhe must be conducted as non-competitive learning mode.
- Teacher Education: Teacher education must come out of ‘I give, you take attitude’. It is
still clung to training mode. Professional development must become a part of reflective
practice. Growth mindset must come from within. Engaging, design thinking, creative
contribution for specific projects, idea generation, developing tools for pedagogy or content,
developing assessment tools and workshops of such must be conducted where is
contribution of each individual is recognized.
- Use of Robots and code learning: Finally the paper discussed and stressed the need of
learning coding, techno coding, use of Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and use of
humanoids for facilitating learning and conducting routine school work supplementing
teacher’s responsibilities is also discussed.
Educational policies are framed once in several decades and so as position papers.
This focus group on curriculum and pedagogy invested efforts to have position paper for
several decades. Having robust curriculum which encompasses future changes and expands
on its own for the need of the time is thought of. It recommends from right to get dirty to
development of inclusive language, Areas of interaction in curriculum with integrated
approach, Artificial intelligence, robotics and humanoids. There are general
recommendations of curriculum and pedagogy and also specific stage wise
recommendations. No curriculum works unless human beings work for their conscience.
There are many measures suggested to boost self esteem of persons involved in teaching
learning process so that they can work for their conscience.
Journey of thousand miles start with the single first step. We hope such steps are already
begun.
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Chapter - 1
Introduction
A poor person Nanjundappa at Raminakoppa, nearby village of Shivamogga city
had one-acre land which was
only meansand
forPedagogy
his sustenance. He donated this farm
1. the
Curriculum
land for urdu higher primary school in 2012. All the villagers thanked Nanjundappa.
Teachers of this Urdu govt school Noor kousar, Ghousia Khanum, Shwetha and Fariza
Reshma invested their time, heart and made many innovative learning materials.
Students at this school are very good at learning and the villagers are proud of this
school. This school is now the extension of family and community. There is a team work
for learning and assessment. Villagers respected schooling and this case set an example
of going beyond narrow parochial borders. Learning and the learners are respected in
this case.
Kanakadasa was studying in an Ashram. Once the Guru, Vyasaraya called all his
disciples and told them to Eat Banana where no one would see them. All the disciples
left the place and when they came back, the Guru asked them how they managed to eat.
Every one explained how smart they were to hide themselves to eat, except Kanakadasa.
Kanakadasa said, "Guruji, I could not eat it. I could not find a place where God was not
present." There are many learning insights along with integrated assessments.
In another story, When Charaka the great physician was studying his Guru asked
all the pupils to collect a plant, which has no medicinal value. Many of them came with
different plants except Charaka. Charaka told, “Sir I could not find any plant or grass
which has no medicinal value’.
Pleased with answers pupils in both the cases, masters asked them to pursue the
path on their own further as they are capable of Independent learning.
The small stories above, mention the construction of meaning in minds of leaners,
concluding out of experiences and importantly a good part of assessment. Learning and
schooling is being respected at present and in the past. Feedback by children to Gurus was
the reflection of the learners.
Guru in these contexts did not go by the set order or content. The autonomous teacher
treating the experience of learners as learning, provide insights in to process of learning.
1.1

Introduction:
Education is fundamental for achieving human potential, developing an equitable
and just society and promoting national development.1 Education needs to move
towards learning about how to think, engage oneself critically and be a part problem
solving process. Pedagogy must evolve to make education more experiential, holistic,
inquiry-driven, learner-cantered, flexible, and enjoyable. The curriculum must include
basic arts, crafts, humanities, games, sports and fitness, languages, literature, culture,
and values, in addition to science and mathematics, to develop the capabilities of
children.

1

https://www.education.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/NEP_Final_English_0.pdf
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Vision and Principles of Curriculum and pedagogy

The Vision of National Education Policy2 envisions an education system rooted in
Indian ethos that contributes directly to transforming India, that is Bharat, sustainably into
an equitable and vibrant knowledge society, by providing high-quality education to all, and
thereby making India a global knowledge superpower. Based upon the vision this team had
following principles for developing curriculum and pedagogy for Karnataka. These
principles have gone in the provision and position of this paper.
Principles of position paper.
While drafting this position paper the team asked two questions for reflection. First
question was ‘what do we want children to learn?’ This question makes our objectives
paramount even above children participation. It runs the danger of becoming rigid, limited,
limiting factor where children involve because it is required to. So we had another better
question like ‘What do we want our children to feel?’. This question made us to feel and
further answered the questions like, how we want our children to learn ? or in what type of
a school system do we want our children to learn ? These questions made us to feel the
curriculum and pedagogy. It made us to to say to stay with them. It answered the first
question too.(2022 Excerpts from Subir Shukla) Thus our guiding principles emerged as
below.
● Learner cantered education system in which learning to learn is facilitated
● Humane and inclusive education system which respects totality of learning experiences
of the student
● Humane assessment system enabling reflective practices among teachers, students and
parents
● Diversities of learners are cared and nurtured through Indian comprehension
School education will have a learner centred system. Even the organogram and
adminogram of our department is designation centred and must keep children at the highest
level. It must keep student at highest level at the top and also at the bottom. It may appear to
be unusual when compared to other departmental websites. But few departments which deal
with human beings like education needs different outlooks. Learning is facilitated to enable
the child to have self-learning. Thus Independent thought and expression is encouraged
among students.
Learning experiences both in and out of the school is taken into account. Learning
local vocations, food system, medicine, local knowledge, community practices and dialects
are respected.
Assessment need to be reconceptualised for promoting learning through reflections
which go on as participatory activity in a non-threatening atmosphere. Assessments must
not become a judgemental activity branding children and care has been taken to propose
such a system.
Thus a harmonious blend is required now to have pride in our country. All these
principles are kept in mind while drafting curriculum paper for Karnataka.

2

https://www.education.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/NEP_Final_English_0.pdf
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1.3 The Need For Curriculum
The National Education Policy recommends pedagogical and curricular
restructuring of school education to 5+3+3+4 structure. They are
⮚
5 years of Foundational years for age group of 3-8 years
⮚
3 years of Preparatory stage for age group of 8-11 years
⮚
3 years of Middle stage for the age group of 11-14 years
⮚
4 years of Secondary stage for the age group of 14-18 years
It is important to design a curriculum that caters to the needs of children at these
different stages, facilitating a continuous and holistic development.
The world is undergoing rapid changes in the knowledge landscape. With various
dramatic scientific and technological advances, such as the rise of big data, machine
learning, and artificial intelligence, many unskilled jobs worldwide may be taken over
by machines, while the need for a skilled workforce, particularly involving
mathematics, computer science, and data science, in conjunction with multidisciplinary
abilities across the sciences, social sciences, and humanities, will be increasingly in
greater demand. The climate change, depleting resources, creating healthy living
practices growing emergence of epidemics and pandemics will also call for
collaborative research in infectious disease management and development of vaccines
and the resultant social issues heightens the need for multidisciplinary learning.
The National Education policy (2020) also recommends having a well-designed
curriculum. It emphasise on integrated approach. Policy lays particular emphasis on the
development of the creative potential of each individual. It is based on the principle that
education must develop not only cognitive capacities -both the ‘foundational capacities’
of literacy and numeracy and ‘higher-order’ cognitive capacities, such as critical
thinking and problem solving – but also social, ethical, and emotional capacities and
dispositions.3 Thus there arises a need for a new curriculum and suitable pedagogy for
the demands of the 21st century.
1.4 Assumptions towards Learner and Learning
The position paper team has certain assumptions towards learning which are shared
here.
⮚
Children have curiosity and desire to learn: Children observe what happens,
talk, discuss and reflect on their findings, stretch their imagination for possibilities, ask
questions, and formulate answers. While exploring and learning young children
construct their knowledge and understanding of the world.
⮚
Happiness: Numerous researches suggest that the primary purpose of education
is to create confident, mindful, responsible and happy individuals who collectively
build a happy and harmonious society. In today’s world all of us are striving hard to
attain happiness and everything we do in life is just a presumed step towards happiness4

3

https://www.education.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/NEP_Final_English_0.pdf - page 3
http://www.edudel.nic.in/welcome_folder/happiness/HappinessCurriculumFramework_2019.pdf (1.2
P.no10)
4
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⮚

Independent teachers and students: School is a place where functional
autonomous decisions are taken for the classroom process. Many a time’s parental care
and concerns of dept or higher offices would take away the autonomy of students and
teachers. ‘I give, you take’ approach will spoil the self-accountability and joy of doing
things. Thus teachers, Students would have a culture of working for the sake of others.
To change this attitude, the system must have a liberating mind set like – to let go to
learn, to let go as an institution for learning....
⮚
Children learn through play: Play is central to the child’s well-being and
development. Children’s spontaneous play provides opportunities for exploration,
experimentation, manipulation and problem solving that are essential for constructing
knowledge.5
⮚
Learning begins from birth: From birth onwards, children are mentally and
physically active. They learn through all their senses and stimulations.
⮚ Children develop holistically and benefit from experiential learning: Children
learn best through active exploration using the senses such as touch, taste, smell and
manipulation to build perceptual skills.
⮚ Development and learning take place in all domains, development in one
domain influences the other domain: Children are thinking, feeling and interacting
human beings and it is important to address all domains for their development, NEP
2020 address these development in the area of physical & motor development,
cognitive development; socio-emotional & ethical development; cultural/artistic dev &
dev of communication & early language, literacy and numeracy.”.

5

https://www.unicef.org/sites/default/files/2018-12/UNICEF-Lego-Foundation-Learning-through-Play.pdf
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Chapter - 2
Concerns, Issues and Challenges in Karnataka
Concerns
NEP 20 suggested for children as the centre of learning, classroom transaction is
research based and child centric. It also visualised for equity, India centric education system,
inclusivity, to create knowledge society and vibrant society.
2.1 Equity
NEP 20 suggested for equity or equal opportunity, these days the system of
education has been more unequal than before. The future of education is not technology but
in connection, inclusion, learning and equality.
Curriculum and inequality:
Sethubandha for OOSC, state syllabi, central syllabi, international syllabi (ICSE),
AAB, likewise there are five kinds of syllabus that are prevalent creating an unequal
learning culture. The state must take the firm decision to get rid of this unequal curriculum
irrespective of government and private. – (Ramamurthy committee 1992)
Uniformity in curriculum does not mean that single content for the whole country is
a curriculum with uniform learning outcomes. Diversified needs of our country need to be
achieved through local content for achieving comparable learning outcomes.
Uniform and inequality:
Different schools imposed different uniforms upon children. The texture, color,
quality and attires are being compared by students themselves. This resulted in unequal
feelings among students. (The notion like Uniformity itself is against to Indian ethos, but it
is required with local specifications). Uniforms for some tropical countries like India need to
be localised. Small children in the name of uniform cannot play with full vigour.
Development of foot is hampered with wearing shoes continuously. Tropical countries like
India needs the dress code as per local requirement. Irrespective of government or private,
all the schools of the state need to have two to three colours of uniform with local needs in a
week with geographical, weather and cultural concerns. Khadi can be promoted throughout
the state.
2.2 Liberty:
Colonial psyche dominated India and cultural apeism still prevalent shaping the
thought process of the educated persons of this country. Whoever comes to be educated will
think in a certain British way. They are culturally not in accordance with the existing
condition of this country. There are cultural anomalies and differences like the caste system.
But despite these anomalies, India has its own way of life. But west found and equated
many terms which it can perceive in its own way. Indian practices are called Hinduism as
religion when there was no religion in this country. King is equated with Raja. Purohitha is
equated with papalism as purohitashahi. Darshana is called philosophy. Seeking truth,
Darshana practices of Budha and Jaina are viewed as rebel protest against non-existent
Hindu religion. They thought and understood these practices as protestant movement against
catholic religion. Thus they are called Buddhism and Jainism when there were no such Isms
in this country. Isms are added for practice of Darshana. In this way freedom of thought has
been hampered. (1994 The Heathen in his blindness by Prof Balagangadhara ). Thus India
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Ie Bharath needs to be understood through Indian eyes. (It does not mean that Raja,
Rajathva in our counry had no anomalies, there used to be a kind of feudal system with its
own problems but those problems are to be understood from Indian perspective)
The other concern with regard to the expression of students. Liberty of expression of
students is not encouraged and tolerated. Children at a young age do not speak fluently due
to too much adult intervention and regulation. This freedom of expression is hampered due
to urban arrogance, right or wrong dominant normative cultural arrogance, English knowing
arrogance and such attitudes. So the schools must have the space where there is freedom of
expression which develops fearlessness among students.
2.3 Inclusion:
As already discussed in 3.1, Inclusion is of immense area of concern. First concern
would be to develop an inclusive language register. One’s language is directly related to
one’s attitudes. Incorporating principles of inclusion also implies developing a positive
attitude towards inclusion among the learners. Many a time’s languages itself excludes
genders, communities, people and nature. So care should be taken to use inclusive language.
There are third genders, forest dwellers, scheduled castes, tribes, nomads. All of
them are to be included in class room process, curriculum transaction and their concerns
have to be addressed under pedagogy. Text books, stories and narration also need to be
sensitive enough to look into the feelings of orphan and urban deprived children.
2.4 Gender Issues
Text needs to be gender neutral. The differences and the cultural anomalies must not
be part of any narratives about the learning experiences of children. There is an imbalance
of upbringing of male children. Nirbhaya incident shocked the nation with gory realities of
male insensitivity. Guilt is always upon women and the attitude of getting away with lies
with men. These masculine societal attitudes need reformation which can be brought
through educational set up. Critical pedagogy, ethical thinking, just discretion, rationality
must be the hallmark of our curriculum and outcome and transactions.
2.5 Environmental concerns
Right to live as per the section 21 of Indian Constitution applies for all animate and
inanimate beings. It also applies for future generations with a quality environment and
assured dignified quality of life. The only earth that lost much of the diversity, lost fertility,
wetlands got dried; water sources depleted, forest degraded, space polluted, air and the land
eroded has to be rejuvenated. Thus environmental friendly living has to be incorporated and
integrated in all the aspects of knowledge systems. There is urgent need to develop
sensitivity with bonding with mud, earth, getting dirty. Children must learn not as wet waste
but wet manure and dry waste.
2.6 Language learning
Learning language is not just the means of comprehension and expression. It is the
vehicle for thinking. At a young age learning language would help in shaping thoughts and
expression. After all, life is about learning through language. Thus the premise must be
learning language and learning through language. The following aspects need to be
considered.
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1 Language is a means of discovering oneself.
2 languages in relation to establishing oneself.
3 languages in relation to learning other subjects.
4 Language as a vehicle for thinking.
5 languages as a means for encoding, coding and decoding.
6 Language for meta thinking.
2.7 Textbooks
Position paper of NCF 2005 mentions that no useful purpose is served by having
only one textbook in a subject for a given class. This is almost invariably the position under
the existing programs of nationalization. It should be an important objective of policy to
have at least three or four books in each subject, for each class and leave it open to the
teachers to choose the book best suited to the school. This is necessary even if they were to
be a common syllabus for all the schools (page no 08).
Textbooks can have leaflets, stories, workbooks, narratives and other related materials
and the common structures of textbooks as existing presents can be replaced. The textbook
(not a book as such) must cater to the needs of all the disables.
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CHAPTER - 3
Present practices and preparation for 21 century
Every learner learns individually. Thus at the end of specified time it is not that how
much and what one has learnt, but it is important that how one is learning and has learnt.
Teachers have to understand each one's learning style and pace. Evaluation helps in
understanding this. Evaluation is for the teacher, for diagnostic thinking and not for
branding the child with grades. Past experiences of schooling have been expressed in the
form of case lets in the beginning of this paper.
NCFTE (2009) envisions a teacher with confidence, critically sensitive to the field
practices, vision evolved out of reflective practices in the field would be an asset in creating
better learning climate as she would not mechanically accommodate and adjust to existing
conditions, but would try to improve upon them and also possess the necessary technical
know-how and confidence.
3.1 Existing Theory and practices:
Regimentation demanded a certain way of discipline, a certain way of seating. Those
practices of setting orders demanded by the industrial revolution during the early
nineteenth century were brought to school1. Meanwhile behaviourism as learning
philosophy emerged during the early part of the 20th century. The good contribution of this
philosophy was, it recognized learning as science. It proposed systematic methods for
learning. Stimulus – response premise provided importance to stimulants. Stimulations are
also reframed as objectives and specifications. These premises are aberrations of
behaviourist philosophy resulting in teacher centred methods. Stimulus variations
contributed for herbartian steps for lesson planning and the same is observed for classroom
transactions. Behaviouristic philosophy when applied to learning conceived learning as a
step by step incremental process. In fact any classroom mechanism for that matter has to
follow some converging philosophy. Even the present constructivist models like 5e
method have the input process output design working behind them. Perhaps there is
nothing wrong in it. The moment we say classroom, some limitation is imposed. It cannot
be all that broad based as it used to be in Gurukula system. We work with restraints.
Industrial model is being practised in society. So we need to see how we can help
education system emerge out of this vicious circle and move in a different path.
Room construction, desk and bench arrangements, lecterns to teach, Black board in
the centre, Stage to the teacher, seating arrangement have all been suited for one side
delivery of content. Teaching has become one sided. Sometimes students are asked
questions to answer. Teachers used to have stimulus variation and students do respond.
Learning is measured in behavioural terms as achievement as specifications.
Stimulus in the form of specifications also emerged as bases for evaluation and
examination systems. Bloom's taxonomy served as the basis. The evaluation demands preset answers which are expected from students. Thus students are required to answer
uniformly the same answers to get scores. So schools are demanding for 100% pass.
Evaluating papers has become easy. Boards would provide ranks for district, blocks and
schools. In fact KSEEB has done away with ranks long back. But the society and the
media continue with it. All this resulted in a coaching culture. (‘What I feel is the right
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answer, needs to be answered by you, to judge you as you are right’). Individual students
here answer as per the demand and all divergent answers, thinking, creativity is lost.
Students have not been provided with individual feedback as summative exams focused
upon quantity of learning. Highest scorers are given prizes and encouraged and creative
contributors are not noted.
Parents, administrators, politicians and society in general are score-socialized. They
go behind scores, marks and grades. Now even a small change to bring back students to
learn, will have backlash from parents and society. Even formative assessments are graded
against the very intent of formation.
At this juncture NCF 2005 proposed and focused on learning to learn. This selflearning is based upon a constructivist approach. 16 years after the NCF 2005, still the
infrastructure, coaching culture, mind set and methodology is based upon the same old
patterns. Behaviourist approach dominates. Memory based coaching, audible learner
centric texts, memory based exam dominates.
Change in curriculum in 2013 in Karnataka has not been practiced in classrooms
with the constructivist intent. Lots of political will, Administrative will and parental
education required for constructivist classroom practices. It can be evolutionary change,
but at least with the advent of NEP 20, Physical facilities, Change in class room set up,
Change in supervision, Change in assessment, change in board examination and change in
parental education is required.
3.2 Present scenario of school, Schooling:
3.2.1 Schools and schooling as regulatory body
Schools are created during the 18th century to regulate students to sit longer. To be
regulated, to follow so that the students could work longer in mines, factories. The Industrial
revolution demanded such labourers. (Such a situation could be seen in Charles Dickens
Novels) Gradually with the advent of humanism by people like John Lock, the school had
reforms. After that many changes had taken time with time tested, pains taking history.
Schooling now a day is heavily dependent upon performance oriented, examination
dependent endeavour. ‘The notion of curriculum and syllabus effectively lie collapsed in
text book, which is taken to be only indicator of what needs to be covered for the
examination’ (Position paper ‘Curriculum, Syllabus and Textbooks'- NCF 2005 Section 2.5)
Curriculum, teaching learning and assessment in a child friendly environment can ensure
quality in education. There are many factors such as school/college and classroom
environment, teacher pupil ratio, subject specific teachers, classroom processes and
practices, assessment procedures and infrastructural aspects that contribute towards it. Each
of these being crucial towards quality improvement in education requires a conscious effort
on every forum as only the synchronous effect of all can make a tangible difference towards
quality attainment.
Early years of schooling being the formative period of development, a child is too
young to understand failure and it is unfair to hold him or her accountable for nonperformance without putting all other pre-requisites in place. Constant motivation and
encouragement help children (even students of college) form a balanced personality,
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whereas, fear and humiliations de-motivate and discourage them. It is the responsibility of
the system including all stakeholders to ensure the essentials; be it quantitative
(school/colleges, classrooms, teachers etc.,) or qualitative (curricular materials, classroom
environment and processes etc.) measures in place so that each child receives quality
education without being harassed, humiliated or labelled.
3.2.2 Available learning time and opportunity to learning time at present:
There are dominant practices like behaviouristic, teacher centric methods which eat
the learning time of students.
As there is too much importance for paper pencil memory based tests, the learning
days available is already less and learning opportunity time of the student also significantly
gets reduced giving importance to memorization. Tables provided in annexure one show the
available learning time and time left for memorization. The study was conducted by SSK in
2017-18. Though School working days were 236 days across the state, learning days
available for the student was just 156 days. Within which the average learning time
available was 776.6 hours. Within this, due to the pressure of examination, teachers would
take more than 30 minutes to teach, to do blackboard summaries, to use TLMs, to give notes
and the child is left with only 4.8 minutes per period of 40 minutes. The child is investing
13 minutes in a period which is 252 hours in a year for learning. (Annexure 1 of LOT) (The
study conducted by our dept during 2017-18)
Schools have been loaded with content and children are burdened with examination
oriented content. Too much pressure has not only resulted in losing brain cells of the
children but also resulting in hampering creativity. Examination oriented, memory based
written tests produce mediocre achievers with the aim of having uniformity in
achievements.
3.2.3 Fear of Examination:
Children face fear and anxiety. Assessment (perceived as
examination) is conducted in a manner that exposes them to
punitive actions of labelling and humiliation. In this context,
CCE was introduced as a mandatory requirement up to
elementary stage under the RTE Act with the sole intent of
reforming assessment with its prime purpose of improving
children’s learning to help them progress, leading to their overall
development. But it is limited to elementary schools. Still in
those schools CCE is not effectively implemented. Although
efforts during the last few decades helped improve the
quantitative aspects; be it the number of schools/colleges,
classrooms, teachers, enrolment, etc., yet the progress made
towards addressing and improving the qualitative aspects has not
been satisfactory. This is primarily because adequate attention
has not been paid to the teaching, learning and assessment
process in classrooms, which could be due to a limited
understanding and a traditional perspective of viewing them in
isolation.
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3.3 Indian Memorization and rote memory
Memorization in India has a different connotation. Shruthi and sthuthi samskrithi of
India produced one of the great knowledge systems. This memorization is different from
rote learning. Vedas are the greatest treasures of oral tradition. Veda, Upanishad, Purana
are all learnt through memorization techniques which did not hamper development of brain
cells. One has to understand India through Indian eyes. But till date rote learning and
memorization are equated in western lines and always avoided. NCF 2005 and Even NEP
20 also feel to do away from memorization.
Western epistemology demanded evidence based thinking and dithered Indian way of
thinking, Functional knowledge, Darshanas, Oral traditions, Stories and Puranas. Vedantha,
Folk knowledge are all Indian philosophies seeking truth. They are memorized for
thousands of years. Understanding with senses may lead to deeper comprehension. The
memorizing technique with the comprehension will help in a deeper sense of self-realisation
and also perceive interactions with nature thus there needs to be a clear stand from
Karnataka to adopt the age-old memorisation practices without hampering the development
of brain cells.
3.4 Issue of restoring teacher respect:
Currently promotion from primary to high school and to junior college made the
primary teacher profession as lower cadre. Elementary and secondary teachers are also paid
low. This promotion may be disbanded. Global Teacher Status Index (GTSI) 2018 by
Varkey Foundation placed India 8th in the world in terms of respecting teachers but ranks
26th out of 35 amongst the least paying nations when it comes to emoluments.
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CHAPTER - 4
Position of the group, recommendations and strtegies
4.1 The approach
NEP 2020 recommends well designed curriculum, including arts, crafts,
humanities, games, sports and fitness, languages, literature, culture, and values, in
addition to science and mathematics, to develop all aspects and capabilities of children;
and make education more well-rounded, useful and fulfilling to the children. The Policy
and survey papers lay particular emphasis on the development of the creative potential
of each individual. Based upon the vision and policy the focus group recommends
framework that
● Learner cantered education system in which learning to learn is facilitated
● Humane and inclusive education system which respects the totality of learning
experiences.
● Humane assessment system enabling reflective practices among teachers, students and
parents
● Diversities are cared and nurtured through Indian comprehension
4.2 Pre requisites
4.2.1 Recommendations for the learning environment
Section 21 (a) of the Indian constitution treats education as a fundamental right of
the children. Children have the right to grow in places where they feel they own and are
comfortable with what surrounds them. The environment needs to favour the student's
development and allows the child to build and exchange meaningful experiences, to feel
safe while being flexible, providing areas for socializing, getting dirty, interacting with
the environment, meeting their needs and performing activities that contribute to the
construction of meaningful learning. Some of the features are:
A student-cantered learning environment respects children's skills and
competences, which in turn provide opportunities for them to develop their own
judgment and can make their own decisions.
Big and open spaces & Contact with the exterior (windows, doors)
Subdivided into thematic areas
Promotes child’s movement around the space
Supports use of technology into class development
Organized, aesthetic , clean & Provides flexible spaces to carry out
the projects
Generates spaces to play and experience
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4.2.2 Recommendations for restoring teacher respect:
As discussed earlier teachers must have self esteem to work for their conscious.
Global Teacher Status Index (GTSI) 2018 by Varkey Foundation placed India 8th in the
world in terms of respecting teachers but ranks 26th out of 35 amongst the least paying
nations when it comes to emoluments.
Every teacher who gets into the teacher profession in either primary or high schools
must have five levels of promotion within the sphere. Must get opportunity to transfer
across with one year certificate course as practiced in Scandinavian countries
Income assessed society looks down on teachers and teachers feel alienated with
other administrative posts. Now is the time for restoring respect for the teachers. Restoring
respect boosts self-esteem; this high self-esteem would make one work according to
conscience. This makes teachers as reflective practitioners.
Few countries across the world have taken measures to boost the esteem of teachers.
Such cultures have also thrived well compared to other countries. Important decisions of the
government, budgetary provisions are taken with the consultation of teachers in Finland.
Malaysia has a practice of providing separate queue, separate fees, interest free bank loan
for teachers. When the sputnik vaccine was invented for covid in Russia, the president
announced to give it to teachers first. Salary was revised for teachers along with doctors in
Germany during covid 19 time. Appreciation, recognition and having a nameplate in the
vehicle for all the teachers are all the measures for self-esteem of teachers. These measures
of restoring self-respect of teachers may make them work consciously. All the curriculum,
pedagogy, school leadership and the development of the nation depends on respect, restored
self-esteem of teachers.
4.3 Overall recommendations for all stages
4.3.1 General aims of education
National concerns and priorities enshrined in the constitution. Educational role in
nation building and SDGs are put together to provide general aims of education.
Indian constitution 1950, Govt Of India act 1935, UEC 1948-49, SEC 1952-53, The
education commission 1964-66, NPE 1968, NPE 1986, POA 1992, Learning without
burden 1993, RTE 2009 and NEP 20 beside curricular frameworks prepared in 1975,
1988, 2000 and 2005 have all proposed value based society. Those values are
democratic, humanitarian, inclusive values.
Apart from them Gandhiji made first attempt to develop indigenous scheme of
education which was all inclusive. Gandhiji is known as a practical idealist. His
education aimed at morally sound, Individually independent, socially constructive,
economically productive and responsible citizens1. (Dr Shruthi Tandon, Gandhi’s
Educational thoughts 2018)
The Indian constitution provides national aims which are to be achieved.
Education is the powerful means through which these national aims, in other words
educational aims, could be achieved. Those aims are Equality, Freedom, Fraternity
(care and respect for others) and Justice.
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4.3.2 Enhancing capabilities of Individuals
NEP 20 in section 4.23 and 4.24 themselves focuses upon learning individual skills.
To develop such capabilities curriculum must have value integrated approach. Beside that
the pedagogy must have demonstrative provisions.
Children will have the opportunity to read and learn from the original stories of the
Panchatantra, Jataka, Hitopadesh, and other fun fables and inspiring tales from the Indian
tradition and learn about their influences on global literature. Excerpts from the Indian
Constitution will also be considered essential reading for all students. Basic training in
health, including preventive health, mental health, good nutrition, personal and public
hygiene, disaster response and first-aid will also be included in the curriculum, as well as
scientific explanations of the detrimental and damaging effects of alcohol, tobacco, and
other drugs3 (NEP 20 Section 4.28).
4.3.3 Learning 21st century skills and preparation for future
21st century skills for education
“We live in a fast-changing world and producing more of the same knowledge and skills
will not suffice to address the challenges of the future. A generation ago, teachers could
expect that what they taught would last their students a lifetime. Today, because of rapid
economic and social change, schools have to prepare students for jobs that have not yet been
created, technologies that have not yet been invented and problems that we don’t yet know
will arise.” (OECD 2020)
These skills include
a. Ways of thinking - Creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, decision- making and
learning
b. Ways of working - Communication and collaboration
c. Tools for working - Information and communications technology (ICT) and information
literacy
d. Skills for living in the world- Citizenship, life and career, and personal and social
responsibility
When teachers give students the tools and resources to be global problem-solvers,
students get a head start on developing 21st century skills, which are competencies for ways
of thinking, ways of working, tools for working, and skills for living. These are critical
elements for success in school and in the workplace and prepare students to be effective,
engaged citizens in their community.

1.Vijayalakshmi N, ‘Relevance of Gandhian Philosophy in 21st century’, International
journal of research in Engineering I T and Social Science Volume 6 Issue 1 2016)
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Learning 21 Century Skills
Students do not become 21st century learners on their own. They need learning
opportunities that challenge them to utilize 21st century fluencies and integrate the five
dimensions of 21st century learning. These dimensions include:
● Collaboration
● Knowledge-building
● The use of ICT for learning
● Self-regulation
● Real-world problem-solving and innovation
Promoting 21st century skills in schools
Not just limited to STEM subjects, 21st century skills look different in every school.
A focus on 21st century skills might be part of school mission statement.
EdTech tools help students learn relevant course content in an engaging and applicable way,
and they often teach computer and digital literacy skills.
In a survey of North Carolina teachers, 85% responded that they believed digital tools can
provide immediate, ongoing information about student understanding and increased
learning.
School must make sure that every student has the skills they need to become lifelong
learners. Engaging, game-based math platform encourages students to love learning math
and gives teachers access to essential tools that make classroom learning even more
effective — at no cost.
Teachers can access Reports, differentiate content for individual students, and prepare
students for standardized tests. Adaptive algorithm ensures students are always working in
their zone of proximal development, and gives them the confidence they need to tackle more
challenging problems.
● Set up personal learning plans that empower teachers to seek out upskilling
opportunities and set concrete learning goals.
● Organize peer teaching activities, where teachers can chat with and observe their
colleagues to see how each teacher incorporates 21st century skills into their classroom.
Run workshops that equip teachers to use new teaching strategies or educational software,
giving them hands-on demonstrations and offering concrete entry points to bring it into their
classroom.
Personalized learning involves students in their own learning process, teaching them
several valuable skills:
● Communication
● Collaborative skills
● Effective goal-setting
● Self-assessment and confidence in existing skills
While it can take many forms depending upon school’s needs, personalized learning
changes the way both teachers and students approach learning.
Encouraging diversity in the classroom can prepare students to communicate and appreciate
the diversity they’ll encounter when they start working.
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Professional development — Encourage teachers in schools to teach diversity by giving
them opportunities to learn how to teach for a global classroom.
● Connect with parents and the community — how can one teach students to enter the
workforce if you don’t understand the community they’re living in now?
Hire diversely — A staff that reflects the diversity in schools and in real life will expose
students to different ideas and teaching styles, making them stronger as a result.
One of the best ways to encourage students to think critically and draw conclusions between
data, mediums and subjects is interdisciplinary teaching.
As global barriers break down, it feels appropriate to mirror that in the classroom.
With interdisciplinary teaching, students will:
●
Collaborate on projects
●
Make new connections between subjects
●
Think critically about the questions being asked
●
Encourage interdisciplinary teaching in your school by pairing subject-specific
teachers with each other and challenging them to come up with a project, or by offering
professional development for teachers that shows them how to best approach
interdisciplinary teaching.
For more ideas, check out Setting up personal learning plans that empower teachers to seek
out upskilling opportunities and set concrete learning goals.
Organizing peer teaching activities, where teachers can chat with and
observe their colleagues to see how each teacher incorporates 21st century
skills into their classroom.
Section 4.24 of NEP 20 mentions learning of artificial intelligence. It says that
concerted curricular and pedagogical initiatives, including the introduction of contemporary
subjects such as Artificial Intelligence, Design Thinking, Holistic Health, Organic Living,
Environmental Education, Global Citizenship Education (GCED), etc. at relevant stages will
be undertaken to develop these various important skills in students at all levels.
4.3.4 Recommendations for Learning Language.
Learning language is not just the means of comprehension and expression. It is the
vehicle for thinking. At a young age learning language would help in shaping thoughts and
expression. After all, life is about learning through language. Thus the premise must be
learning language and learning through language. The following aspects need to be
considered.
1 Language is a means of discovering oneself.
2 languages in relation to establishing oneself.
3 languages in relation to learning other subjects.
4 Language as a vehicle for thinking.
5 languages as a means for encoding, coding and decoding.
6 Language for meta thinking.
●

Understanding beyond words (Language of universe)
Not everything goes with words or with verbal mode. Emotional thinking, look in
eyes, small utterances, nods, silence communicates greatly. Owner in sadness is understood
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by pets and they also respond to the feelings of the owner without any sounds. Most non
verbal acts are more powerful than spoken words which many times encompass many
animate beings for a cause. Understanding these feelings is the language of the universe.
This language is caught with sensitivity and cannot be taught.
Medium, mother tongue and local language
Section 4.11 of NEP 20 mentions the medium of instruction. The focus group felt
that local language with additional materials in mother tongue could help students to
assimilate well and learn further. The following table suggests the strategy which can be
adopted by the state to implement this provision of NEP 20.
Recommendations
Position on learning through mother tongue
of NEP 20
Section 4.11 of In India there is no comprehensive language policy. There are almost
NEP 20
150 plus mother tongues in each district. Karnataka can have a
language policy as Kannada as a local language. Local dialects (Tulu,
kodava, Konkani, soliga) will have the learning materials. Regional
languages like Konkani,Tulu, Kodava, Maratha, Tamil, Telugu, Urdu,
Byari languages can also have content .
- State must appoint Local Dialect Teachers (LDTs) who help
students for smooth transition. They work in addition to regular
teachers for connecting school knowledge with local knowledge
system. These teachers would bridge the gap of school language and
local dialect upto at 1st and 2ndstandards.
- Irrespective of govt, aided, unaided schools/ central or state schools
there will be a single medium of instructions in the local language up
to grade 5 and as for as possible up to grade 8. Karnataka can propose
a clear language policy to the parliament of India. Every teacher must
respect the local dialect and try to learn the language of children.
Facilitating process must go on in bilingual way that is State/local
language and the regional language.
-The nomenclature like 1st language, 2nd language and 3rd language
must be discontinued in state
-Learning levels of language will be the same or similar. They can be
called as language 1, 2, 3.
-The language one can be mother tongue/home language/ local
language, language two is compulsory Kannada in Karnataka, and
language three can be either English or any language prescribed in
8thschedule of constitution provided with local resources.
-Online courses for learning samskruta or classical Indian language can
be offered of which state needs to develop a syllabus.
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Section 4.21 of Any language can be learnt easily with innovative methods like
NEP 20
exposure to audio visual aids. Continuing listening with
comprehension, sound imitation and speaking will make one pick a
language. Ziad Farah, the polyglot an example who has learnt 59
languages in his time. He suggested listening, reading and speaking.
-Teacher can come up with 300 to 400 words which are frequently
used, Repeated with minimum structure and listening to these words
could be utilized to pick a language.
-Creation of language learning atmosphere would help greatly for
learning language initially. Charts, newspapers, films, apps, tape
recorder, devices along with word tree, word puzzles, word mats,
kalika chappara, gamification, songs, and word plays will help in
picking fluency in language.
- A smooth transition from home tongue to school tongue
Allow the child to learn in any language that he/she has already begun
constructing his/her knowledge. If that language is not English then
help the child learn English too.
-The challenge lies in converting passive vocabulary into active
vocabulary. Innovative measures are listening at least 3 words in 3
languages, repeat them in a day with simple sentences, asking children
to read names of different shops in market and translating them in other
two languages, identifying words on products, chocolates, biscuits are
of daily use and connect the situations with sentences using dictionary,
game of word location in dictionary, thesaurus and gamification of
synonyms and antonyms will help in learning language.
Also recognizing the good practices of teachers, like an app developed
by Renukaradya LPS sanklapura whose site has been visited by one
lakh teachers within 6 months. Somu kudurehal of Lakshmi camp
kuntoji, Gangavathi taluk is inviting folk artists and local artisans to the
schools. There used to be dialogue with local persons on all on local
profession.
4.3.5 Indian Knowledge system
Union of states like India has innumerable cultures and traditions. The finest aspect of our
country is its diversity. Every five kilometres you can find the change of cultural practices.
There will be so much innate knowledge in the community that it must be respected.
Indian method of memorisation and recitation will be followed to learn the Folk practices,
songs, Hymns, Slokas and so on. It is better to understand Bharath in the Bharatiya way.
One must understand that memorisation is different from routine learning. The United
Nations in 2013 listed Vedas of India as the treasure of Knowledge practice orally for
thousands of years.
It lies in the live style of local people. Amazing knowldegde found in Vedas,
Upanishads, Vedic maths, astrology, Ayurveda, Astronomy, Metlorgy, Engineering and
many others are not only the contribution of rushi munis but also local people whom those
munis consulted. So before script emerged, the folk practices prevailed. Those have been
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collected and recorded by Samskrutha knowing, literate persons. Thus credit must also go to
those unknown folk persons along with rushi munis.
The local practices and knowledge, which was the part of experiment, observation
and reconstruction for thousands of years has become un-authorized after the advent of
printed books. That which can be written a little has become authentic source of information
and that which was practiced for many thousand years had become un authentic source.
But today to preserve the nature, for sustainable life style, once again we must go
back to folk practices and must learn from local knowledge.
Soligas of Chamaraja nagar better know how to preserve forest, have their own
taxonomy of forest. Their environmental friendly approach must be the lesson for younger
generations. The same with Kodavas, Jenu kurubas among hadis of Kodagu, Kunubis of
Meghane, traditional family history of elavas.
Jenugurubaru while going to collect honey go on singing about the greatness of bee.
Recognize varieties of species of bees, know the trees where particular species of bees build
the comb. They hunt comb by preserving the bee comb intact. They ask sorry for taking
honey from comb and then cut only one third of the comb, leave the rest to bees, and while
returning home, they sing song asking sorry with bees for taking their hard earned honey.
Suminagas of Nagaland observe Bees and predict it rains or not. If bees don’t open up and
fly away from their heaves, then definitely it rains.
Martin luther university students have interviewed and collected 79 natural messages
which are ten steps ahead of IMD scientists.
Red ants opening up their borrow show clear sky, Fattened skin around the stomach
of local cat fish (Silury farm) show cold winter, Arrival of wag tail signals longer winter,
Shouting of Holak Gibbon signals rain in two hours and many more are the knowledge of
folklore.
One community near Kochi of kerala called ‘Natakkar’ are the people who build
ship. While building the ship they sing the songs. The songs are lengthy. They go on singing
those songs and while singing they do the work. Singing and working they complete the
ship in four to five months. Children of around five year’s age would gather at the beach
where they work. They observe and listen to the song. Continuously children are exposed to
the songs for five years and come to know each and every detail of the song.
There are few organizations working on such traditional knowledge. Tran’s
disciplinary health sciences and technology university Bangalore, Traditional Knowledge of
digital library (TKDL) of CSIR are there to name a few.
4.3.6 Recommendations for learning experiences and curriculum
Learning to think
Asking evidence, going too much for references sometimes may lead to limiting
the thought process to references or reading the lines. For encouraging Meta thinking
the learners must be allowed to think. Read references must have reflections which
generate creative reflective thinking. Such thinking itself will be rational, critical and
original. Asking evidence, going too much for references sometimes may lead to
limiting the thought process to references or reading the lines. For encouraging Meta
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thinking the learners must be allowed to think. Read references must have reflections
which generate creative reflective thinking. Such thinking itself will be rational, critical
and original.
Learning to learn
The organised learning experiences cannot be called as subjects. Learning in totality
must be the essence. Learning at a younger age consists of learning language and a few
symbols for mathematics. Discovering oneself, understanding oneself, itself may be the
beginning of learning for children. Gradually learning circles expand and we call them
as different disciplines though the learning from the point of view of the learner is in
total. The experiences converting as justified belief system is called as knowledge. The
focus group took account of several Indian and western epistemological schools of
thought as per the table shown.
Epistemological schools
Western
Essentialism
Historical
Perennialism
Progressivisim
Emperisim
Idealism
Rationalism
Constructivism

Indian
Samkhya
Yoga
Nyaya
Vaisheshika
Mimamsa
Vedantha
Buddha darshana
Jaina darshana

Position paper on NCF 2005 (page 28) emphasises on organization of knowledge based
on works of P.H Hirst and R.F Dearden. Taking cue from the same paper this focus
group also takes into account the Indian knowledge system and learning experiences for
understanding the world outside and the world within.
Below is the stage wise table in which the learning experiences are provided as a
response to section 4.2 of NEP 20. (Epistemology in classical India: London: Routlege
2012 Stephen Philps).
Form of
Interaction

Stage
Foundational
Preparatory

Ethics/
Axiology

Middle

Secondary

Themes

Experience /
Methods
Moral actions
Stories,Cartoons
Films,Rhymes
Moral actions
Stories,Cartoons,
Involvement
Films,situation
analysis,
Relations
Accepted
knowledge
Biographies
Value Concepts, Bio pics
Reasons,
Books
Adhyathma
Logic,
Talks

Reflections,
Creation
Own
narration
situation
analysis
Open choice

Open choice
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Preparatory
Mathematics
Middle
Secondary
Foundational
Preparatory

Natural
Sciences

Middle

Secondary

Foundational

Preparatory

Social
Sciences
(Inclusive
Thinking)

History

Middle
Secondary

Foundational
Preparatory

Imitative,
Logic,
Representative
Fun games
Symbols
Fun games
Relations
Logic, Local math
games,
Gaade
(adages)
Clear conceptual Logical deductions
relations
Abstract
Definition
and
Concepts
theorems
Exploration,
Observation
Description
Experiential
Explanation,
Logical derivation,
Natural
Elaboration.
phenomenon
Casual relations, Empirical
Explain
verification,
experiences.
Analysis.
Empirical
Hypothesis
Evidences,
Formation,
Concept
Prediction,
Explanation.
Revision of
hypothesis.
Yes, but
Reasons,
Listening,
Analogy,
Observation,
Belongingness
Utterances
Explanation,
Guess,
Relation of a Identification,
social
phenomenon
Harmony,
Observation,
Existence,
Investigation,
Rationalization, Reasoning out,
Value system
Human
purposes,
Social welfare,
Understand the
changes,
Social realities,
Value
judgement.
Past experiences Cartoons,
Narration,

NEP-2020

Numeracy

Precise
mathematical
evidence
based
thinking.
Prediction
with present
analysis
of
data.

Guess

Revise ability
Precision,
comprehensi
on of human
world,
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Secondary

Foundational

Aesthetics

Preparatory
Middle

Secondary

NEP-2020

Identifying
themes,
Narratives,
Concepts.
Construction of
narratives based
upon evidence.

Community
investigation,

Evidence
based
narratives

Cross validation,
Interpretation

Personal
hygiene,
Respect,
Values
Reasons

Actions,
Demonstration

Coherence
with
evidences
and
narratives,
Critique,
Interpretation
Observation,

Demonstration
Accepted
knowledge,
Experience,
Logic,
Aesthetic.

Open choice

Concepts,
relations
Foundational
Actions
Observation
Preparatory
Relations
Middle
Relations,
Evidence based
Respect
Narratives,
Vocation
Demonstration
Secondary
Relations,
Judgement,
Respect
Fine tuning,
Value,
Judgement
Aesthetic,
Foundational
Experience,
Anubhava
Preparatory
Perception,
Prathyaksha
Philosophy Middle
All of the
Evaluate
All of the above
above
Pramana
Secondary
Logic,
Discourse,
Meemamse,
Darshana
To conclude curriculum will have how do the students relate, interact feel and
think rather than fixed leanings.
4.4 Over all recommendations of Pedagogy for all stages
There was an invitation by village elders to bring all children to meals in the temple
Jathre (Feast). As it was mid day, Vasu, the school teachers and children got ready to go.
Four to five children are not ready to come and initially hesitant to even answer. As Vasu is
very accessible, Children could open up and tell the teacher that they should not enter in to
temple and have meals. One of them also questioned the reason for not having meals with
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all. Teacher then decided and expressed that unless all the children are allowed, He will not
come to have Pankthi uta. He also told children that whoever wishes to go, can have meals.
As the teacher is loved, all children restrained themselves from going. Teacher seized the
opportunity to initiate discussion. In the end children decided not to go unless all others are
allowed. After a while the Village elder came inviting again. And finding the reason was
shocking with the decision of the children and teacher. He went back for serious discussion
with all the villagers. In the end many villagers came requesting school children and
teachers to come and have uta. Teacher mentions that it is ultimately the mutual trust
between teacher and community, teacher relationship with community through children
which work wonders.
Compassion appears to be the corner stone of pedagogy more so during pandemic
and post pandemic times. Understanding and responding to the needs of the children
would naturally bring in the best pedagogy in the teachers.

4.4.1 Pedagogy within cultural milieu
Curriculum, syllabus, content, units will have concepts of art culture stories,
narrations of national ethos, local art, folk songs, physical education, wellbeing, yoga
fitness. Pedagogical process will be learned through art. Art assisted learning (rangakale)
technology assistant learning (TALP) toy based learning / toy assisted learning, sports
integrated learning, film assisted learning, film based learning will be practiced.
Physiological activities are a must in curricular transactions which enhances cognitive
abilities. Dasara gombe pradarshana, Kinnala gombe, Channapattana gombe, bamboo
toys of Bidar. Hase paintings of malenadu,Naga mandalas of south canara, Gorucha dance
of soligas, Kunubi practices, social living of Hakkipikki,Herava’shaadies. Memory
practises of Helava, Ilkal saree weaving, sustaining practices of Jenukurubas, Khova
preparation of Gowligas, of Yalakkisara practice of Haveri, medicinal practices of
Halakkigowdas, Mysore art and paintings, Doddata, Sannata, Yakshgaana, Veeragaase,
Bhootakunita, Kola, Karadi majalu, Hulivesha, Dombarata (adventure games), Antigepintige, rangoli practices, Sobaane songs, Geegipadagalu, lavanees are Some of the ethnic
knowledge system which must be made into the school curriculum practices.
Food and nutrition is important component of fit India, fit student and fit teachers.
There are ethnic vegetarian and non-vegetarian food preparation practices. Local delicacies
must be preserved and transmitted to gen next. They are the retaliatory measures against
marketing global giants. These delicacies are of nutritional value. Rotti / baakri, raagi
mudde, kuchalakki, dose, kadubu, idly, patrode, kesavu, nugge,holige and karandi are
some foods which are more nutritious and according to the geographical needs. Local
Indian food is a complete food with adequate carbohydrate, proteins. These food habits are
to be brought into the discussion forum of classroom.Food festival (poshan abhiyaan) are
some of the small interventions which develop healthy habits.Habits continued will
become passion resulting in day today practice. (4.7 and 4.8 of NEP 2020)
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There was discussion in the staff about conducting Independence Day next week. Vasu
went to class and initiated discussion on the mode of celebrating Independence day. When
he asked questions, Students were silent. There was almost no discussion. Then one child
Shivakumar asked the teacher ‘ Sir is it not your function ?, Always HM and you tell us
what to do ? And we follow.
Vasu reflected upon this other centric approach followed in the school. Thus he facilitated
discussion for two to three days, and finally children came up with their plan. They took
the lead in celebration. Child friendly is not an utterance but it is the under current
reflective philosophy in all the endeavors school takes up.
4.4.2 Multi-disciplinary approaches with art
Multidisciplinary approaches are essential to understand the concepts and
understand the world outside from diverse perspectives such as Arts, Technology,
Environmental studies, Mathematics and Languages. These approaches can help in
●
Developing a holistic view of a theme/project that is being discussed or
considered in the curriculum.
●
Different perspectives can be learnt while working on a theme/project. These
perspectives would provide a border understanding of the concepts and their applications
in real world situations.
●
Fostering Collaboration among staff and children. Staff can bring in a variety of
ideas and thoughts and children get to work in groups to discuss and complete their
projects. The focus on fostering the knowledge with respect to curiosity, critical thinking
at the centre of the curriculum.
4.4.3 Art Integration
This is based on learning ‘through the arts’ and ‘with the arts’:
As children are both highly inquisitive and energetic, they can explore creatively
while building connections between different concepts through various art forms. Art
experiences, both in visual (drawing and painting, clay modelling, pottery, paper crafts,
mask and puppet making, heritage crafts etc.) and performing arts (music, dance,
theatre, puppetry etc.) lead to a better understanding and construction of knowledge
about different concepts.
Art forms are linked with all topics such that it becomes a tool of learning
concepts. This plays an effective role in strengthening the child’s curiosity, imagination,
and sense of wonder. They have a positive impact on the skills related to intellectual,
socio-emotional, motor, language and overall learning. This helps for the development
of the children by providing:
➢ Experience of joy and eagerness to learn
➢ Learn to live in an inclusive environment
➢ Discover concepts of Mathematics and Science in the world around them
➢ Be aware of interdisciplinary connections
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Enhance observation, curiosity, exploration, creative and free expression
Explore and understand body movement and coordination
Develop expressive communication and critical thinking skills
Foster an inquisitive attitude towards learning and knowledge
Understand and regulate their emotions
Create awareness of rich heritage and cultural diversity

4.4.4 Techniques like Photographing white board, Mind maps
This new means of technology changes the learning experience. For example, the
room is wired with cameras for photographing whiteboards, so students can receive the
images as digital files.
Mind maps
Another innovative method is mind maps, which is a simple technique for drawing
information in diagrams, instead of writing it in sentences. Mind maps are also very
quick to review, as it is easy to refresh information in a student's mind just by glancing
once.
Mind maps can also be effective mnemonics and remembering their shape and
structure can provide the cues necessary to remember the information within it. They
engage much more of the brain in the process of assimilating and connecting facts than
conventional notes. The key notion behind mind mapping is that students learn and
remember more effectively by using the full range of visual and sensory tools. Pictures,
music, color, even touch and smell play a part in the learning armoury, since it helps to
recollect information for a long time.
4.4.5 The Mnemonics words:
Another innovative method is the mnemonic words. Here the instructor is not supposed
to talk on a particular concept for a quite long time. But to make it clear to the students
he/she can just go on saying mnemonics or its associated meaning in words. Here
he/she goes on saying only words instead of sentences, and once they come to a basic
understanding of the meaning of a particular concept, then the teacher will explain in
sentences.
4.4.6 Role playing and scenario analysis:
If students are given a scenario and other options to solve a particular issue, then the
students are exposed to decision making in a given environment. One main advantage
of role-playing is the possibility to encourage & take students out of their chairs and
allow them to learn it by doing. In addition, it is the role of the instructor to explain for
the students that it is not only fun, but an opportunity to participate in the learning
process.
4.4.7 Theme based approach
The theme-based approach helps in enriching and Promoting creativity and
curiosity in students through different theme – based activities and techniques. Some of
the special characteristics of this approach are
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● Uses an Integrated Curriculum for the development of the child as an individual,
taking into account the different capacities, intelligences, feelings and
characteristics that constitute the personality of each child.
● This offers them an education that meets their needs and provides effective
learning.
● It emphasizes the active role of children in learning, participating in all the
activities
● It is student-centered, respecting their autonomy, interests, natural tendencies
and each student receives a personal, direct and personalized attention adapted
to his skills and interests in order to improve the skills of each child.
● Creativity and imagination are facilitated, through an innovative environment.
● Promotes the development of the capacities to think, feel, and initiative in
children, need to awaken in children the awareness of the need to live, care and
enjoy in nature.
● Promotes learning by discovery, putting children in direct contact with the
environment.
With this pedagogy, each child is guided through their own natural pathway of
development and encouraged to be curious and independent, while making sure the
child is nurtured. The lesson plans are embedded with most of the 21st century skills
through multiple activities and tasks. This provides an opportunity to children to
develop their skills.
4.4.8 Story telling and Anecdotal teaching
Story telling method:
Story telling is supposed to be the most powerful medium of facilitating learning
of any area interaction. All over the world all most all the people tell and listen to the
stories. Telling and listening is one of the social gene human beings acquire as a part of
socialization.
Inviting grand maas, Grand paas must become a fair in every school and elders
and children must sit and listen to the stories. Apart from it encouraging children to tell
stories, fantasy stories at young age and biographies at secondary stage would bring in
lot cultural assimilation along with all the qualities of learning. As much as possible all
the subjects/disciplines must have narrative skills and peer story telling must be
integrated.
Anecdotal Teaching:
Anecdotal teaching serves the students to ponder over. Zen stories, Mullah
Nasruddin wits, Jathaka tales, Panchathanthra stories, Local adages, Thenali Rama
tales, Akbar Birbal Stories, Ramayana and Mahabharatha short narrative would provide
finest narratives to the point of discussion. Lot of mathematical concepts, Scientific
concepts could be discussed with anecdotes.
Apart from it teachers maintaining anecdotal records would help in understanding
the specific behaviours or incidents of students. They provide cumulative progress of
any student for specific individual educational plan.
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4.4.9 Technology Integration:
Technology integration moves learning from the enhancement of existing practices to
the development and creation of new practices. We can bring videos, animations,
interesting movies and other media into the learning process to help our students
develop skills and understandings. And it can help to motivate and excite our students
about their learning!. Integrating technology in the numeracy lessons allows students to
interact with people outside of the classroom to help broaden their understanding and
perspectives about what they are studying.

Fig 1: Factors supporting child development
We can use technology to help students see how concepts learned can be applied to
everyday life. Instead of giving students a problem-solving worksheet, play a recorded
short video in the dairy aisle of the supermarket, posing the real-world problem of
deciding what would be the best deal.
Having ICT can provide diverse options for taking in and processing information,
making sense of ideas, and expressing learning. Over 87% of students learn best
through visual and tactile modalities, and ICT can help the students ‘experience’ the
information instead of just reading and hearing it. The ICT tools to unlock the potential
of technologies in the learning process and formative evaluation of students.
For example, Interactive whiteboards integrate various learning styles into one
experience. Children can learn by seeing, hearing, and interacting with the board
through touch. This equips with new, innovative ways to learn better and remember
more. Any device like computers, microscopes, cameras, and video cameras can be
attached to the boards to enhance instruction.
There’s so much potential for bringing the curriculum to life using virtual and
augmented reality experiences, from visiting far-flung corners of the world to holding
the human heart in the hands. VR and AR can have a remarkable impact in all areas of
learning.
Speaking skills – and in turn writing skills – show a marked improvement in students
who have had the opportunity to explore a virtual environment.
Technology invariably goes to ICT and computers. But technology means the
technique of performing a task with less time and energy, as an alternative way of thinking.
The Indian knowledge system since time immemorial used these technologies for day to day
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performance. Charaka, rate, Sanne, Negilu, Gotta, Haare are all parts of technology which
made the performance easier. Schools must be exposed for such technologies to train
children for design thinking.
No technology, Low technology, Technology, High technology, these technologies
may vary as per the chronological age group of the students.
Children who play and or made to play for muscular coordination and sensory
development may have no technology. Then onward there can be different modes of
technology for facilitating learning. Teachers these days must get acquainted with OER;s
and techno facilitating.
4.4.10 Toy assisted and Toy based pedagogy.
Karnataka in particular and India in general have evolved a learning system
through toys in a unique way. Toys can be utilised in multiple ways for all stages and
for all disciplines. Girigitle can be a small example for multidisciplinary learning. Airodynamics of physics, colour combination of chemistry, speed calculation of
mathematics, air pressure of geography, appreciation through language is all possible
with a single toy. Likewise toys are of immense help for all subjects in all the
stages.Channapatna gombe, kinnala gombe, Soliga aatike, Togalu gombe,
Bedarubombe of farmers, locally prepared folk toys of the children can be used for
facilitating learning.
4.4.11 Sports integrated curriculum and pedagogy.
Curriculum must be so that the sports, games, local games must have been
accommodated. Various local sports and games must be used for facilitating learning.
Kuntebille, Marakothi, Kallaata, Kolata, Chinni Dandu, lagori, Chendata, Goli,
Buguri, Bandi, channamane, Chowkabara, Bennige hodeyuva chandu, Jokaali are
some of the games which have all disciplines, values, rules and regulations are inbuilt in
it.A research is conducted by Hampi Kannada University on Bennige hodeyuva chandu
which has no winner or loser. It is a unique game of such kind which can be utilized for
learning purposes. Rules and regulations are being framed by the children without adult
interventions. The punishment for erring is being received voluntarily by the children
themselves. Accountability is being assumed. All these are the unique features for
learning insights. NEP 2020 under section 4.8 recommends for sports integration.
Global sports, Games and Athletics are neglected a lot. At primary level there
are miniscule number of sports teachers. At higher secondary and graduation level there
are almost no sports teachers. Thus Fit India envisaged by the Government of India
collapsed without practicing, facilitating sports and games. It is high time to give
importance for local, national, global Sports, Games and Athletics and appoint
specialized physical education teachers.
4.4.12 Yoga education/inner education
Education policy 1986, PoA 1992, NCF 2005 and NEP 2020 have all focussed on
ethical values. All the policies aimed at having a vibrant society. Inner peace, empathy,
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concerns, and positive attitude towards life are being well nurtured with the practice of
yoga. Zen stories, Panchatantra, Bhagavata, Upanishads, life events of Mullah Nasruddin,
quotes of Rumi, poems of Khalil Gibran, Keertana’s of Sharifa and Daasas, Vachanas and
Tripadi of Sarvajna are all the traverses of wisdom which provide instant peace ecstasy.
Yoga is a powerful practice for physical, psychological, and emotional balance.
Combined with physical and breathing exercises it can be a must practice as per the need of
children.
Aasana’s like simple breathing exercises with Chinmudra,Bastrika could be practiced
for all age groups. Thrataka is one of the fusion oriented concentration techniques which
could be used at secondary stage. Dhyana can be a very good technique for inner peace
which could lead to balanced living. Thus Dhyana as a tool for liberation can be practiced to
come out of bindings.
4.5 Semester system and flexibility for choosing courses.
Policy recommended for the semester system under section 4.10 and will be
followed. Going by the background of a few courses, on alternate days one period will be
introduced. That means a child will get 3 periods in a week, 12 periods in a month. These
courses will be short term with one credit point of 25 hours in 3 months. Flexibility of
having a choice of courses will be provided for students to continue with the specialization
in the same course or to select a new course in a year. There will be 4 courses offered in a
year.
Courses like drawing and painting, performing art, Sangeetha (both instrumental and
vocal), art, theatre, clay model, Mandala art, folk arts, abacus, Vedic maths, karate,
poppets, gardening can be introduced and practice at preparatory stages as per the
physiological development of the child.
4.6 Text books
Let us accept the present practice of teachers limiting themselves for the textbook.
So let there be such textbooks where provisions for fun, creative expression, collaboration
and explorations are inbuilt. The assessment tables, reflective provisions are also provided
in the textbooks which will have discoveries, discussions, analysis and creative thinking.
(NEP 4.5)
Content must be reduced for core essentials. Textbooks will have the provisions for
enquiry, discovery, discussion and analysis. The teachers must be made aware of inbuilt
processes in the textbook. Content analysis itself is research. (Fundamentals of the content
analyse skills must be part of pre services and in services education). Learning process must
have explorations, collaborations and fun together for ex.. Feeling tree, hugging tree,
activities will connect for explorations and collaboration.
Construction of knowledge can only take place by understanding the previous
knowledge of the learner. After understanding the background of the learner, the facilitator
could connect with the existing local practices, folklore, materials and the knowledge
system. After this connection is established, the learner is authorized to think. This thinking
time is considered to be a learning time. The experiences at this thinking time will widen
with the intervention of MKO (More knowledgeable others). And the knowledge gets re
constructed. (vygotsky'S ZPD)
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4.7 Assessments
The policy suggested for formative assessment at 4.6. Assessment will be made to
limit to school level as much as possible. Assessment as learning should be encouraged as a
classroom process. Peer learning, peer assessment will help the teacher greatly for
conducting assessment as learning. The feedback Will be exchanged among peers. There are
lots of learning points in this exchange. Assessment for learning can be conducted through
parental assessment, portfolio assessment, project assessment, teacher assessment, self
assessment (with a reflective tool) and through paper pencil test. The care must be taken to
not to award any grade or marks and judge the students. It is conducted for mutual feedback
of the teacher and the student. No board of national, state, district and local level can
intervene in this assessment. And no board must demand the marks or grade. Formative
assessment is purely a tool for learning. It is a reflective tool for teachers too. The teacher
would learn from the formative assessment and get the feedback. The teacher also provides
effective feedback for learning.
Summative assessment conducted by board or state or local level. Data consolidation
again at state or at local level will not help individual students. Assessments conducted at
classroom level or at school level act as reflective tools for students, teachers and parents.
Thus assessment as learning assessment for learning needs to be focussed. Textbooks and
assessment tools must have provision for interactive learning as assessment. Assessment as
summative activity must be disbanded. Always learning and assessment go together. This
was the practice during the gurukula period and till the 18th century. OECD countries,
Singapur, South Korea, Finland, Turkey, Bhutan and Scandinavian countries practice
assessment as and for learning very effectively which can be helpful for the state. Valley
school experiments, Diganthar, Mao school, Ekalavya, Dheenabandhu of chamarajanagar,
Gurukula at Hariharapura are some of the schools using formative assessment at the end.
Such an assessment can only lead to 360 degree observation for the child and teacher. All
the observations and the experiences needed to be recorded as a portfolio. Based upon
portfolio assessment the practitioner can draw the profiles. These profiles themselves could
be utilised as 360 degree progress reports. Parameters /rubrics can be developed to
consolidate portfolio assessment in the farm of profile which needs to be developed by
DSERT and KSEEB (NEP 4.36).
The tests like Olympiad, NMMS & NTSE, Prathibha karanji, Inspire award, Mathematical
market/ makkala santhe must be encouraged at every level and must be treated as a
curricular practice. But caution must be taken to present these tests in non competitive
learning mode.
At the term end there can be a summative assessment conducted by boards. There
will be two summative assessments in a year with the option for improvement. Students will
have the choice to opt for papers for each exam. Also there will be flexibility to choose the
exam at the end of grade 10 or 12. The flexibility can also be extended to carry over till 12 th
for continuing education after 10th examination.
4.8 Teacher Education
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Sudha H V is facilitating Nalikali students at Holekatte of Soraba taluk. As there was a trend
in other schools of equipping Nalikali rooms with small chairs and small tables for children,
She also took pains to collect donations, and procure and equip chairs and tables for children.
She could boast of her classroom with such facilities.
After a while she removed all the chairs and tables of the children. She herself and children
sat on mats and engaged in academic transactions. When asked, She revealed that these
materials hamper the movement of students. Also students used to be dull with inactivity.
When removed now students are active. Reflective practices, firm on decisions, autonomy in
decision making help to come out of trends, fashions. They may also lead to work for essence
and for forms.

NCFTE (2009) envisions a teacher with confidence, critically sensitive to the field
practices, vision evolved out of reflective practices in the field would be an asset in creating
better learning climate as she would not mechanically accommodate and adjust to existing
conditions, but would try to improve upon them and also possess the necessary technical
know-how and confidence.
Teacher education still has old practice of ‘I give, you take approach’. It is still clung to
training mode. Professional development must become a part of reflective practice. Growth
mindset must come from within. It is related with boosting self esteem of teachers also. Still
teachers are taught as part of extension of pedagogy during present trainings. Most of them
are littered with lecture method. These must be replaced with autonomous choice for
teachers for professional development. Avenues of blended, online courses must be kept
open for ones professional development. Engaging, design thinking, creative contribution
for specific projects, idea generation, developing tools for pedagogy or content, developing
assessment tools and workshops of such must be conducted where is contribution of each
individual is recognized. The ownership of the mental or pedagogical or assessment tool
would be assumed by teachers which would also be considered as credit points of teacher
professional development (5.15, 5.17 and 5.18 of NEP)
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Chapter 5
Stage wise recommendations
5.1.1 Position on curriculum and pedagogy of Early Childhood Care and Education
Jenuwine (2014) has stressed on Reading and Retention Policies to Improve Education
Outcomes. According to him, “Third-grade reading proficiency is believed to be an
important benchmark in education. The transition from third grade to fourth grade marks
the shift from “learning to read” to “reading to learn” other subject material. Third grade
proficiency is also an indicator of a student’s later academic success… 6”. The transition
from third grade to fourth grade is the most important shift and we need to focus on
proficiency for further learning.
Foundational literacy, numeracy and 21st century skills are basic needs for children
of 3 to 8 years as learning at this young age should focus on creative and enquiring
minds. We aimed at providing a rich, stimulating and caring environment in which the
child feels happy, safe, secure and confident.
The Foundation of Learning begins at a very early age. Over 85% of cumulative
brain development occurs prior to the age of six thus NEP 20 has provided much focus upon
institutionalization of pre pre-school system. Excellent care, nurture, nutrition, physical
activity, psycho-social environment, cognitive and emotional stimulation during a child’s
first six years are thus considered extremely critical for ensuring proper brain development
and consequently, desired learning curves over a person’s lifetime.
Objective: Every child in the age range of 3-6 years has access to free, safe, high quality,
developmentally appropriate care and education by 2025.
A study conducted by NCERT titled “The impact of pre-school education on retention in
primary grades” (1992) on 30,000 children illustrated strong and direct correlations between
exposure to pre-school education and retention rates, attendance rates, and most
significantly learning outcomes in primary school and beyond.
Quality preschool education is strongly correlated with higher incomes and rates of home
ownership, and lower rates of unemployment, crime and arrest. In terms of the growth of the
national economy, it has been estimated that the development of a strong ECCE programme
is among the very best investments that India could make, with an expected return of `Rs 10
or more for every `Rs 1 invested. In summary, it is recognised that investment in ECCE
gives the best chance for children to grow up into good, moral, thoughtful, creative,
empathetic, and productive human beings.
5.1.2 Policy recommendation for ECCE :
Children under the age of 8 do not tend to follow the linear, age-based educational
trajectories that are prescribed to them by policy or by any preset timelines for curriculum;
as a result, a large proportion of children in pre-school and Grades 1 and 2 are not receiving

6

http://www.inquiriesjournal.com/articles/928/third-grade-reading-and-retention-policies-to-improveeducation-outcomes
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developmentally appropriate education suited to their needs. It is only at the age of 8 that
children adapt to more prescript learning.
5.1.3 Curricular and Pedagogical Framework for Early Childhood Education
NEP 20 recommends for strong foundation from the 3 to 8 years of age group.
Foundational stages include children of 3 to 6 years and 6 to 8 years.
Following assumptions are made for curricular experiences of the children of age
group of 3 to 6 years as
● Children will find school as extension of their home
● School must not assume as Instructor and the child will apply instructions at home. It is
the other way around. Home would be the cultural and emotional strength of the child
and initially whatever learnt at home will have a link in school.
● School will be safe, affectionate and emotionally secure places with emotional access to
learn and unlearn, to construct and reconstruct
● Child is authorized to explore and develop sensory motor skills
● School must respect the cultural background of the child and provide inputs based upon
the cognitive construction of the child.
● ECCE includes continued healthcare and nutrition, but also crucially self-help skills
(such as “getting ready on one’s own”), motor skills, cleanliness, the handling of
separation anxiety, being comfortable around one’s peers, moral development (such as
knowing the difference between “right” and “wrong”), physical development through
movement and exercise, expressing and communicating thoughts and feelings to parents
and others, sitting for longer periods of time in order to work on and complete a task,
and generally forming all-round good habits.
● Supervised play-based education, in groups and individually, is considered particularly
important during this age range to naturally build up the child’s innate abilities and allimportant lifelong skills of cooperation, teamwork, social interaction, compassion,
equity, inclusiveness, communication, cultural appreciation, playfulness, curiosity,
creativity, as well as the ability to successfully and respectfully interact with teachers,
fellow students, staff, and others. ECCE during these years also entails learning about
alphabet, languages, numbers, counting, colours, shapes, drawing/painting, indoor and
outdoor play, puzzles and logical thinking, visual art, craft, drama, puppetry, music, and
movement.
● The numerous rich traditions of India over millennia in ECCE, involving art, stories,
poetry, songs, gatherings of relatives, and more, that exist throughout India must also be
incorporated in the curricular and pedagogical framework of ECCE to impart a sense of
local relevance, enjoyment, excitement, culture, and sense of identity and community.
The traditional roles of families in raising, nurturing, and educating children also must
be strongly supported and integrated. In particular, family live policies that afford
women and men the ability to tend to their children in their earliest years of life are
critical in enabling families to fulfill these traditional roles.
The mandate of the DSERT will be expanded to include the development of a Curricular
and Pedagogical Framework for Early Childhood Education, (DSERT for our state must
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also come up with curriculum) in accordance with the above principles and guidelines. The
Framework will consist of two parts:
● The first part will be a framework of guidelines for 0-3 year olds - intended for
parents as well as Anganwadi teachers/workers - for appropriate cognitive
stimulation of infants and young children in this age range.
● The second part will be an educational framework for 3-8 year olds (Foundational
Stage) - intended for parents as well as for Anganwadis, pre primary schools, and
Grades 1 and 2 - consisting of a flexible, multilevel, play-based, activity-based, and
discovery-based system of learning that aims to teach young children alphabet,
numbers, basic communication in the local language/mother tongue and other
languages, colours, shapes, sounds, movement, games, elements of drawing,
painting, music, and the local arts, as well as various socio-emotional skills such as
curiosity, patience, teamwork, cooperation, interaction, and empathy required for
school-preparedness.
● Instilling excellent multilingual skills in children as early as is possible and
developmentally appropriate.
● Signiﬁcant expansion and strengthening of facilities for early childhood education
5.1.4 The development of literacy and numeracy
Children have a great ability to absorb what they learn provided there is right
guidance and innovative techniques that can help build their interest and enhance
learning abilities. Foundational learning forms the basis of all future learning and
includes two main pillars – foundational literacy and numeracy.
There are at least five reasons for potentially prioritizing foundational literacy and
numeracy.7
➢ These skills are the building blocks to other skills. They give children the
foundations (hence the term “foundational literacy and numeracy”) to access higherorder skills and other parts of the curriculum.
➢ They put children on a learning trajectory. So not only do they unlock higher
order skills, but they allow kids who master them early to get more out of each year of
school.

➢

Having these skills means children can keep up in class, which helps them stay in
school for longer (which, in turn, is associated with a whole host of benefits like
reduced fertility and child mortality).
➢ Literacy and numeracy may have direct impacts on later life outcomes (beyond
keeping kids in school): they are associated with life outcomes like adult earnings,
agricultural productivity, and better health outcomes for the next generation.

7

Source-September24th,2021-https://www.cgdev.org/blog/foundational-literacy-and-numeracy-skillsare-important-obviously-are-they-more-important-all
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➢

Since almost every child attends early primary school, investments at that stage
are among the most progressive; they benefit the poor, on average, more than
investments in secondary or tertiary.

Source: Evans and Hares 2021
5.1.5 The development of literacy
LITERACY – It refers to the skills and strategies involved in Listening, speaking,
reading, writing and interpreting one's own thoughts.
This curriculum involves various approaches for the development of Literacy and
it continues for 3 years. The sample of the year1 framework is given in the below
picture.
❖ It has 3 levels [ I–listening and speaking skills, II-Reading skills, III-writing and
presentation skills] for Literacy development among the children.8
❖ Theme- based lesson plans will be designed for each of these levels.
❖ The level or standard of the activities will differ for year-to-year curriculum.
❖ Year I – this will help to improve the basic skills of Literacy
Ex: able to read words and comprehension, listen and ask questions, write simple
sentences, narrate stories etc.
❖ Year II – this will have the activities of intermediate standard to improve literacy
skills
Ex: listen and speak in a group, narrate incidents, write and describe day to day life
activities or food items etc.
❖ Year III – this will have tasks and activities which are of high levels of literacy.
Ex: coding literacy, critical literacy

8

https://static.pib.gov.in/WriteReadData/specificdocs/documents/2021/jul/doc20217531.pdf
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LEVEL 1
LISTENING
&
SPEAKING

LEVEL 2
READING

LEVEL 3
WRITING
&
PRESENTA
TION

NEP-2020

STRATEGY
➢ A simple story is
narrated
by
displaying
combinational pictures of the
story to introduce new words.
➢ Students are made to
act according to instructions
given.
➢ Allow children to
narrate the story using simple
words.

OUT COME
-Able to listen and
understand
the
speakers
like
announcements,
instructions etc.,
- Conducts short
interviews of people
around
them
e.g
interviewing
grandparents, teachers

OUTPUT
➢ Discuss
and share ideas
& experiences. [
in real – life
activities]

➢

Using Flashcards to
teach the ‘sounds’ of letters
➢ Short Story Flashcards
for Reading practice.
➢ Using
real-life
materials like biscuit packets,
newspaper cuttings, sign
boards etc to read and
understand.

-Reads
storybooks,
news/headlines,
advertisements
etc.
talks about it, and
composes
short
paragraphs.
-Uses sentences to
describe and narrate
incidents; and for
framing questions.

➢

➢

-Attempts to write
creatively
(stories,
poems, posters, etc)
-Appreciates
either
verbally / in writing
the variety in food,
dress, customs and
festivals as read/heard
in his/her day-totoday life.

➢

Encourage students to
think
and
write
with
inspiration from photos.
➢ Show Theme based
picture cards/ videos and
make them write a few
sentences to describe the
picture scenes Students will
enact any of their favourite
characters from the stories.

Reads
independently
With confidence

Connects
ideas to inferred,
through reading
and interaction,
with
his/her
personal
experiences.

5.1.6 The development of numeracy
Early numeracy approaches aim to develop number skills and improve young
children’s knowledge and understanding of early mathematical concepts. Promoting
early numeracy can have significant benefits for children’s numeracy development and
for supporting children’s transitions from informal to formal mathematics learning.
Children’s informal mathematical knowledge is described as a ‘number sense’. Number
sense has been defined in different ways but is generally thought to include a capacity
to work flexibly with numbers; to compare, recognize patterns and solve problems. The
specific number sense content for the typical five-year-old comprises:
• knowing that numbers indicate quantity and thus have a magnitude
• Understanding and using relative terms such as ‘more’, ‘less’, ‘bigger’ and ‘smaller’
• knowing that numbers in the counting sequence have a fixed position
• Understanding the sequence of numbers, for example, that 3 comes before 4
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• Knowing that higher numbers reflect greater quantities, and therefore 4 is greater
than 3
• Knowing that each count term represents a unit increase. The curriculum focused on
Foundational Numeracy and It consists of 3 Levels for development among the
children.
NUMERACY DEVELOPMENT LEVELS
Strategies for developing numeracy skills
STRATEGY
OUT COMES
OUT PUT
➢
In teaching literacy skills, we
➢
Lear
●
Able to
introduce letters through meaningful words. A understand and
ns basic
similar approach is worthwhile with numbers
mathematica
develop number
as well.
l Operations.
sense.

➢

LEVEL1

LEVEL2

NUMBER STORIES, SIMPLE
RIDDLES AND PUZZLES
Using stories is the best way to link concepts
with real life things.
E.g., The Way the Maharaja Counted his
Horses
➢
Mallakka's Horse
Using a poetic riddle, with a rhythmic play of
words, to tease and challenge the minds of
children, is indeed a potent teaching tool used
by traditional oral societies to develop creative
thinking and imagination.
Eg : One big tree, It has twelve branches. On
each branch there are thirty leaves of which
fifteen are black and fifteen are white- what
are they?
RELATING THE MEASURES
Given the variety of measures in use, it is
important to relate these, and an understanding
of their rationale is an essential numeracy skill.
This requires both comprehension of how
within any system (traditional or modem), the
bigger units are related to smaller units, and
how a unit in one system relates to a unit in
another system. The child should have
passages which refer to these relationships in
both traditional units and in standard modern
units.

●

Able to
perform basic
calculations like
addition,
subtraction,
multiplication and
division which are
given as riddles and
puzzles

●

Able to
perform
quantitative tasks
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➢
LEVEL3

Local Games - A number of games ●
Attempts to ➢
Able
abound in every region of Karnataka, which solve logical
to Connect
involve
counting
in
sequence.
and enable to
A good example is snakes and ladders: the
become
layout of the board on which the game is
independent
played, already gives the child a good and
in problem
useful mental picture. Other games are
solving by
Blowing Tamarind Seeds, (Hunase pikka
way
of
count) etc.
numeracy
➢
NOT
TO
TEACH
JUST
and spatial
ARITHMETIC.
understandin
Numeracy requires a rich blend of statistics;
g skills.
geometry, arithmetic and other pattern
recognition techniques, catalyzed by careful
reasoning rooted in common sense. it must
encompass a rich blend of art, entertainment
and wholesome common sense.

5.1.7 Pedagogy for ECCE
Foundation stage will have an informal setup. There will be play activity in which
sensory development will be focused on story-telling, rhymes are encouraged, chinnara
chilipili, chilipili plus packages will be re-configured for utilization of pre-KG, LKG
and UKG classes. Current practice of listening to the teacher will be replaced by student
listening to the student. This encourages listening and speaking skills of the child.
Language development is a crucial part of providing the basis of all or other learning.
The current practice of making a child write a letter needs to be stopped and learning
will be made relevant to the child. The Indian knowledge practices like local stories,
local nomenclatures of days and months, and local words for direction need to be
encouraged. (badagana, tenkana,chaitra, vaishaka, ashaada…) From the first standard
light textbooks, will be introduced where literacy and numeracy will be encouraged.
Initially one or two letters with word building combination which is in practice of
nalikali can be continued. Counting, (with cards, pebbles…) shapes, volume, directions
must need the representative symbol. By the time a child comes to the second standard,
the child must speak 60 words in a minute, must read 45 words in a minute and could
calculate with 3 digit numbers. (NEP 4.2)
Pedagogy of the foundation stage will focus on learner’s autonomy formation of cliques,
self-expression, light drilling and light reading. Assessment will be only school based. ICT
technology needs to be avoided as much as possible as they need to explore the nature
around, use kinaesthetic for special development, and the senses. The teacher must respect
the diversity and the unique background of each child and must accommodate as far as
possible. Watching cartoons in different languages (Tom and Jerry…) discussion after a
month could be a better idea for sensory development of the child which helps to learn the
languages joyfully.
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5.1.8 Design of learning-friendly environments: Anganwadis, pre-schools, and primary
schools will all have high quality physical infrastructure that is conducive to learning.
● A committee of cognitive scientists, early childhood education experts, artists, and
architects need to be formed in the State (or locality) to design spaces, within the
funding allocations, that are truly inviting and inspiring places to spend time and learn.
● The physical environments for early childhood education will be welcoming and
stimulating, with accessible infrastructure, drinking water, and toilets; they will be safe,
clean, and brightly lit. Classrooms will allow flexible seating arrangements; learning
materials will be safe, stimulating, developmentally appropriate, low cost, and
preferably created using environmentally-friendly and locally-sourced materials. Some
examples of learning materials are picture cards, puzzles, dominoes, picture story books,
blocks, simple musical instruments, number towers and rods, puppets, materials for arts
and crafts, and colouring books. Posters, graphics, and art containing alphabets, words,
numbers, shapes, Posters, graphics, and art containing alphabets, words, numbers,
shapes, colours, etc. will be placed on walls at the eye levels of children for high quality
stimulation and engagement.
5.1.8 Professionalization of high quality educators for early childhood education:
● State will prepare cadres of professionally qualified educators for early childhood
education, through stage-specific professional training, mentoring mechanisms, and
career mapping. Necessary facilities will also be created for the initial professional
preparation of these educators and their Continuous Professional Development (CPD).
● Current Anganwadi workers and educators handling the pre-school education
component of the ICDS will be given the opportunity to participate in a 6-month special
training programme to enable them to carry out effective early childhood teachinglearning practices.
5.1.9 The Road map : (Sl no 1,2 and 9 could be taken up and completed within 6 months
and the rest of the others may take a long duration. Few policy and Integrating factors may
also take place up to 3 years)
Recommendations
Present position
Action point
1 Foundation Stage :
Curriculum, Syllabi and Needs
integration
with
Curriculum for grades Text is ready for children current existing system with
Pre LKG to 2 Grade (3 of 3 to 6 years.
due revision
to 8 years) in two stages. Curriculum and Text is
available for grade 1 & 2.
2 Smooth integration of Presently Nalikali and After the revision plug
the robust curriculum for Kalinali practice exists for points need to be identified
3 to 5 grades
grade 3
for
smooth
concentric
curricular development of
the child
3 Pilot
testing
of
Curriculum and Texts
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5

6

7

8

9
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Development
of
Learning
materials,
Testing materials and
Indicators
Dev of training package
(for 6 Months)

Presently few materials
are available under KPS

Co-locating
ECCE
centers, Pre schools,
Anganawadis
with
Primary schools
Opening up or Shifting
of new pre primary
sections wherever there
is grade 1

-Present schools could be ● This itself has many multi
located in the single
pronged approaches and
compound
or
in
strategies and may take 3
neighboring areas.
years.
-Additional plan to open
preschool for all LPS ● Additional teachers
● Common time table for PS
schools
to Grade 2, 3 to 5 and 6 to
8 grades.
● Training of teachers of
present primary schools

Pre primary trs trg The package needs include
package is available under LMs, Indicators, Curricular
KPS for 3 days
and Testing items
6 Months training for
SSK, DSERT, DIET and
Anganawadi workers on
BRCs must have greater role
curricular transactions
for the same

Monitoring
and
Supervision
11 Coordination /Possible
Integration of curricular
activities of ICDS.

CRPs, BRCs, BEOs, DyPC, DDPIs DIETs role clarity
Curricular activities will be monitored by our Dept and
Entitlements could continue to be with DWCD. Policy at
National and State level required.

5.2 Position and recommendations for Preparatory stage
5.2.1 Introduction
Preparatory stage at the age group of 9 to 12 years will consolidate and
reconstruct the knowledge learnt at the foundational stage. It comprises three years of
education, and learning is built upon play, discovery and activities. The pedagogical
approach and curricular practices will be the extension of the foundation stage. But light
textbooks will also help in understanding the world around us.
Objectives
The child in the age group of 9 to 12 years has high quality education, safe
environment, nutritious care by 2025.
A study conducted by CIET,NCERT and Assam University (Sultana Yasmeen 2013)
concludes that language learning should also aim at language achievement and
linguistic creativity. Creativity should be taught in all subjects. Environment for
linguistic creativity needs to be created for which policy has to be framed1
(1osre.ncert.gov.in).
9 to 12 years is the stage of identifying oneself with the family members and the
society in general. NEP has focussed on interactive pedagogy with proficiency in
languages.
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5.2.2 Language learning for preparatory stage
There will be focus for literacy at grade 3.As per the recommendation of NEP the child
will have the freedom to opt for three languages. In Karnataka the state can have a
policy can identify options for three languages as per the provision of UNCRC and
Indian Constitution. Local language (if it is not Kannada), language two can be
compulsory Kannada ( if one opted for local language as language 1) and language
three can be either English or any language as per the 8th schedule of Indian
Constitution.
As for as language English is concerned, by the time child completes 5th standard
it could be able to answer coherently in oral or in written form with day today life
experiences. The child needs to be facilitated for reading short stories independently. It
can message, E-mail or writing informal letters. The child must also appreciate verbally
or in writing about the food, dress, customs or any other activities of day today life.
5.2.3 Understanding world with mathematics
Informally, non-formally and also formally children will be exposed to
understand place value, rounding, skip counting, recognising large numbers, working
with decimals, fractions and problem solving under mathematics in addition to basics.
By the time child completes grade 5, it will have the logical thinking and problem
solving ability independently. The child could divide a given number by another
number using standard algorithms. It can explore ideas of angles and shapes and apply
arithmetic operations in solving problems involving money, length, mass, capacity and
time intervals
5.2.4 Environmental science
STRATEGY
OUT PUT
OUT COMES
- Encourage students to
- Attempts to write
- Connects ideas
think and write with
creatively (stories,
to inferred,
inspiration from photos.
poems, posters, etc) through reading
LEVEL 3
- Show Theme based picture - Appreciates either and interaction,
WRITING
cards/ videos and make
verbally / in writing with his/her
&
the variety in food,
personal
PRESENTA them write a few sentences
to
describe
the
picture
dress,
customs
and
experiences.
TION
scenes Students will enact
festivals as
any of their favourite
read/heard in his/her
characters from the stories.
day-to-today life.
Policy envisages exposing children to the real life situations in their surroundings,
be aware of, appreciate and be sensitized towards the environmental issues like natural,
physical, social and cultural aspects. SDGs have all embedded with environmental
concerns.
The curriculum could be identifying from simple observable features like shape, colour,
texture, aroma to complex features like wind direction, identifying seasons. The
children must describe means of transportation, roles of family members and society
members. By the time the child completes 5th standard the child must use technology
for accessing daily needs. The child must describe inter-dependants, guess and estimate
quantities, units and time. Identify the signs, direction, location.
It must have
sensitivity towards beings and nature around.
5.2.5 Learning of physical education, ethics, art and local vocation.
The curriculum must have integration of ethics, art and physical education. Language
learning has ample accommodation for learning for various local, art, music, dance
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forms. Ethics and moral education need to be integrated along with disciplines. Simple
yogasanas, breathing exercise can be introduced for these children. Children of
preparatory stage can also be exposed for identifying various vocation. These children
must have gratitude towards nature, workers around. Must develop sensitivity towards
environmental concerns.
STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING NUMERACY SKILLS
OUT
STRATEGY
OUT PUT
COMES
-Local Games - A number of games abound in -Attempts to -Able to Connect
every region of India, which involve counting in solve logical and enable to
become
LEVE sequence. A good example is snakes and
ladders: the layout of the board on which the
independent in
L3
game is played already gives the child a good
problem solving by
and useful mental picture. Other games are
way of numeracy
Blowing Tamarind Seeds etc.
and spatial
understanding
-NOT TO TEACH JUST ARITHMETIC.
Numeracy requires a rich blend of statistics,
skills.
geometry, arithmetic and other pattern
recognition techniques, catalyzed by careful
reasoning rooted in common sense. it must
encompass a rich blend of art, entertainment and
wholesome common sense.
5.2.6. Pedagogy
Content will be reduced for core essentials. Textbooks will have the privations for
enquiry, discovery, discussion and analysis.
The teachers must be made aware of inbuilt processes in the textbook. Content
analysis is a research area and the fundamental of the content analysis skills must be part of
pre services and in services education.
Learning process must have explorations, collaborations and fun together.for ex..
Feeling tree, hugging tree, activities will connect for explorations and collaboration.
Construction of knowledge can only take place by understanding the previous
knowledge of the learner. After understanding the background of the learner, the facilitator
could connect with the existing local practices, folklore, materials and the knowledge
system. After this connection is established, the learner is authorised to think. This thinking
time is considered to be a learning time. The experiences at this thinking time will widen
with the intervention of MKO (More knowledgeable others). And the knowledge gets re
constructed. (vygotsky'S ZPD)
Let us accept the present practice of teachers limiting themselves for the textbook.
so, let there be such textbooks where privations for fun, creative expressions, collaboration
and exploration are inbuilt. The assessment tables, reflective provisions are also provided in
the textbook which will have discoveries, discussions, analysis and creative thinking.
(Chapter 4.5). Tests like Olympiad, Prathibha karanji, inspire award, mathematical market
/makkala santé must be encouraged at every level and must be treated as curricular
practices. (Chapter 4.6)
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5.3 Position for Middle Stage:
5.3.1 Introduction
The stage comprises relating and interacting with the society and the nature around.
Understanding nature, interacting with nature in a natural setup will be called natural
sciences. Understanding society and people is called social sciences. Themes and concepts
are introduced as per the need of discipline at this stage.
5.3.2

Objective
● Students have secured a safelearning environment.
● Students would learn the concepts as per the expectations

5.3.4 curriculum
Middle stage Subjects are introduced. There will not be tight silos between the
subjects. Based upon the learning of the preparatory stage the learning continues. Sciences,
mathematics, Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities will be introduced. Each Subject will
have fundamental themes of those particular subjects. For ex. Historical perspective sources
and narration of local surroundings and narration building will be the part of social sciences.
Likewise fundamental things in each subject will be learned through experiences of the
child. The present practice of Arithmetic, Algebra and Geometry in Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry and Biology in Science, History, Civics, Geography, Economics, Sociology,
Business Studies, Anthropology in Social science likewise... division will be discouraged.
They will be replaced with themes according to the nature of the particular discipline.
Mathematical thinking and mathematisation can only take place when the problems
of day to day life are coded mentally. Travelling market transitions water literacy through
comparisons measurements are all can be represented either in numbers or in symbols. Such
activities can be introduced through games (Moju Ganita). This kind of converting an
activity into symbols is called mathematisation, Dis, Abacus, Vedic maths, are some of the
practices which help him acquire computational thinking for the child (NEP 4.25).
Art, Physical Education, Vocational Education, learning of local vocations will also
have the important weightage for which syllabus needs to be developed.
Folk practices, folk science, folk medicine and Indian Knowledge system will be
facilitated in the classroom process through inter and intra subject specifications.
Courses like drawing and painting performing art Sangeeta, both (instrumental and
Vocal), Art, Theatre, Clay model, Mandala Art, Folk Arts, Abacus, Vedic maths, Karate,
Puppets, Gardening. Cooking, practicing local vocations, Farming Sericulture are some of
the choices a child can opt for and continued specialization.
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Hobbies like ornithology, Paleontology, Numismatics, philately, Gardening, Book
collection, Origami, Collections, Ornaments making, DIY activities (Do it yourself) related
local practices need to be encouraged.
Technology will be used extensively for the development of curricular practices.
Language development will have the thrust. Listening receptive skills like listening and
reading productive skills like speaking and writing will have focus as per the cognitive and
physiological development of the child. However, listening and speaking skills which are
helpful in development of language and hence oral practices, narration, storytelling, and fun
games are focused.
The present practice of assessing the child's progress through writing needs to be
replaced with oral space with right rubrics and parameters.
5.3.5 Pedagogy:
The pedagogy will have students as a central unit. It is learner centric. The learning
is treated as personal individualistic.
Indian method of memorisation and recitation will be followed to learn the Folk
practices, songs, Hymns, Slokas and so on. It is better to understand Bharath in the
Bharatiya way. One must understand that memorisation is different from rote learning. The
United Nations in 2013 listed Vedas of India as the treasure of Knowledge, practiced orally
for thousands of years.
Different disciplines demand different pedagogical practices. Project learning,
discovery learning, sample collection, field visits, exposure visits are the part of science to
develop scientific temper. Problem solving, analogy representation, fun with numbers are
some of the practices for Mathematisation. Dialogical approach (Socretician) critical
pedagogy, prediction, discussion, reflection are some of the practices for social sciences.
These are all put together in language thus language development is utmost important.
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5.4 Position of Secondary stage
5.4.1 Introduction
The fundamental pillars of learning are learning to learn, learning to do, learning to
be and learning to live together (UN education for all,report by Karan Singh.)Here learning
to learn is the stage of thrust where a social constructivist approach will help in acquisition
of knowledge. Ultimately learning is not for cognitive development but for character
building which is the later pillars of learning to live and learning to live together.
Information is always pressuring upon memory gadgets in the 21st century can retain and
reproduce information and the human brain can be spared for much more productive
operations (nadedaduva vishvakosha, nadedaduva granthalaya are the terms which are only
for information not for creative work. They are terms of a bygone era.)
This information must convert knowledge at the secondary stage. To this the student
must treat knowledge as a treasure for which the facilitator needs to develop the taste for
creative expression of demonstration of each student.
Objective: Every child at the age group of 14 to 18 years has free access to a safe, inclusive
learning environment by which they will be active citizens through the following skills
like....
Collaboration, Communication, Digital Operations, Computational thinking, Critical
thinking, Predictions, Generalisation, Acceptance, Receiving things as they are, Respect for
others, liberty, Environmental friendly living, respecting the existence of other beings are
put together will form a holistic well rounded character built, gender sensitivity, tolerant
with 21st century skills.
5.4.2 Streams for secondary stage.
The policy under 4.9 suggested no hard separation among ‘curricular’, ‘extracurricular’, or
‘co-curricular’, among ‘arts’, ‘humanities’, and ‘sciences’, or between ‘vocational’ or
‘academic’ streams. Subjects such as physical education, the arts and crafts, and vocational
skills, in addition to science, humanities, and mathematics, will be incorporated throughout
the school curriculum, with a consideration for what is interesting and safe at each age.
Strategy to implement such a kind may be challenging. But few options as below could be
worked out.
Option A
Institutions offering many courses at secondary stage is a revolutionary step if
implemented properly. NEP 20 visualised such schools in the near future. Karnataka
attempted to consolidate schools at grama panchayath level once. Opening up of Karnataka
public schools is an initiative with this direction. If the teachers are provided / appointed,
One school in the radious like KPS can be developed with multi disciplinary choice by the
govt which caters to the divergent needs of the students. Transportation can be provided for
the needy.
Option B
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School complex is one of the best alternatives for offering various courses at the local level.
Once a school complex covering the radius of around ten kilometres, can offer the choice of
streams to the students. Teachers must be appointed to the school complex, transferred to
the school complex. Thus the school complex can depute or assign the teachers as per the
demand of students in each discipline. School complexes can also appoint teachers on
contract basis or guest teachers as per the demand and choices of discipline of students.
Option C
Institutions having streams like commerce, Science, Arts and Vocation can form as clusters
and together they can offer courses of students’ choice. If students opt for diverse subjects
like History, Plumbing, Commerce and Mathematics, Then these clusters of institutions
could form and offer courses. To offer such a course , the minimum students’ requirement
may be 20 students, in such clusters.
Modus operandi for periods: It may be difficult for students to visit all colleges for different
periods in a day. So schools from 9th standards can offer courses with highest priority for
formative assessment. Visited students will stay in the institution a minimum a week or 10
days to complete a part of course and move on to the next institution to learn the remaining
part. Teachers may also visit neighbouring schools whenever required to conduct classes.
This would reduce financial burden on the state and also for schools to open many diverse
courses.
Option D
Streams of that particular school complex or at district level or at state level could be
identified. Each stream may have 10 options of subjects with compulsory subjects in each
stream. (It’s because few institutions may come with less investment demanding subjects).
The example for such stream 1 or 2 is as below.
Stream 1
Stream 2
Stream 3
Mathematics
Sociology
Mathematics
Physics
Biology
Economics
Chemistry
Chemistry
Physics
History
Geography
Political Science & Admn
Psychology
Education
Journalism
Archeology
Paleontology
Anthropology
Music (vocal)
Music (Folk)
Indian Knowledge system
Pottery
Dance
Performing art/theatre
Computer science
Information science
Artificial Intelligence
Accountancy
Wood craft/ Carpentry
Commerce
Business administration
Management courses
Electrician
IOT
App development
Animation technology
Local specific art
Local Specific Art
Local specific Art
Local specific vocation
Local specific vocation
Local specific vocation
Horticulture
Agriculture
Forestry.
Sports, yoga and Wellness
Games Yoga and wellness Folk games, yoga
&wellness
Event management
Hotel management/ home
Interior decoration
science
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Nursing/Pharmacy
Translation
Beautician
Any other as per need

Para medicals/
Nursing/Pharmacy
Transcription
Fashion Design
Any other as per need
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Para medicals/
Nursing/Pharmacy
Translation
Embroidery/knitting
Any other as per need

With a minimum number of 20 the school can also open new subjects on demand by
hiring local resource persons.
5.4.3 Curriculum for Secondary stage
Content will be reduced for core essentials. Textbooks must have the provisions for
enquiry, discovery, discussion and analysis. The teachers must be made aware of the inbuilt
processes in the textbook. (Content analysis is a research area and the fundamentals of
content analysis skills must become a part of pre-service and in-service education). Learning
process must have explorations, collaborations and fun together.
Mathematics, science and social sciences, woodcraft, aesthetics, expression through
skills could be conducted outside of the classroom with teachers’ synergy which leads for
holistic learning with interdisciplinary learning at secondary level.
Construction of knowledge can only take place by understanding the previous
knowledge of the learner. After understanding the background of the learner, the facilitator
could connect with the existing local practices, folklore, materials and the knowledge
system. After this connection is established, the learner is authorised to think. This thinking
time is considered to be a learning time. The experiences at this thinking time will widen
with the intervention of MKO (More knowledgeable others). And the knowledge gets re
constructed. (vygotsky'S ZPD)
Let us accept the present practice of teachers limiting themselves for the textbook.
So let there be such textbooks where provisions for fun creative expression, collaboration
and explorations are inbuilt. The assessment tables, reflective provisions are also provided
in the textbooks which will have discoveries, discussions, analysis and creative thinking.
5.4.4 Semester system
Semester system must be followed going by the regional background. Few courses on
alternate days will be introduced. That means a child will get three periods in a week and
twelve periods in a month. These courses will be short term with one credit point of 25
hours in three months. Flexibility of having choice of course will be provided for the
students to continue with the specialisation in the same course or to select a new course in a
year. There will be four courses offered in a year. (NEP 4.10)
Courses like drawing and painting, performing art, sangeetha (both instrumental and vocal),
art, theatre, clay modelling, mandala art, folk arts, abacus, Vedic maths, karate, puppets,
gardening, cooking, practicing local vocations, farming, sericulture, craftwork, numismatics
voter literacy, Indian knowledge system, ornithology, philately, Numismatics, excavation,
alternative intelligence, IOT, robotics, graphics, animation, casting, plumbing, electricity,
fashion designing, photography, design thinking and so on as per the geographical need.
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These are and more so are some of the choices a child can opt for, and continue up to
specialization.
5.4.5 Textbooks
High quality textbooks with a bilingual approach need to be printed by KTBS. It must have
the QR code. CWSN can interact with the content in the textbook by scanning QR code as
per their need. Optional courses for learning language can be taken under ODL platform.
CIEFL Hyderabad can help DSERT in getting such Platforms for offering courses for
learning foreign languages from 9 to 12 standard (NEP 4.14).
Foreign language
Languages like Korean, Japanese, Thai, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian,
Hebrew, Arabic languages can be learnt through blended or ODL platforms. DSERT can tie
up with these language offering countries/ with language learning institutes and offer
literature in soft form. KTBS and SSLC board can have close coordination to facilitate
learning these languages (NEP 4.20).

5.4.6 On learning techno-language, coding and using Artificial intelligence
Position paper on facilitating learning through artificial intelligence has to be developed by
the state and central government. NITI Ayog in its report published in 2019 has identified
education as one of the thrust areas in using artificial intelligence. Any may resist but
robotics will come in school education in 2030.Humanoids are already working as Prof
Shaw in agriculture University, Robo 7.0 as teacher in Bangalore Jain college are already
some of the examples. Scandinavian countries, South Korea are some of the early birds to
catch artificial intelligence. India in general Karnataka in particular can use AI, IOT, design
thinking, machine thinking, especially organic living, GCED, FLAG and app development
are some of the next generation areas in which the present children need exposure (NEP
4.24).
Conclusion
Educational policies are framed once in several decades and so as position papers. This
focus group on curriculum and pedagogy invested efforts to have position paper for several
decades. Having robust curriculum which encompasses future changes and expands on its
own for the need of the time is thought of. It recommends from right to get dirty to
development of inclusive language, Areas of interaction in curriculum with integrated
approach, Artificial intelligence, robotics and humanoids. There are general
recommendations of curriculum and pedagogy and also specific stage wise
recommendations. No curriculum works unless human beings work for their conscience.
There are many measures suggested to boost self esteem of persons involved in teaching
learning process so that they can work for their conscience.
Journey of thousand miles start with the single first step. We hope such steps are already
begun.
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